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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose

A research project is underway to provide the Federal Avialion Administration (FAA) with
empirically based guidelines for certifying head-updisplays (HUDs) for use in civil air
transports. The purpose of this document, as partof this project, is to support this research by
summarizing the existingliterature on HUDs, providing thecurrent knowledge and research
directions for developing the certification guidelines.

HUDs are being installed in air transports in order to allow manual approaches, landings, and
takeoffs in poor visibility, down to and including Category IIIA conditions. Through the course
ofcertifying these HUDs, FAA experts have identified 22 HUD design issues each representing a
potential adverse impact ofaHUD design on pilot performance. In order to improve the
consistency and validity of the certification process ofHUDs, the FAA needs to know better,
exactly how pilot performance isaffected.

Display Information Accessibility Issues

Eight issues concerned the location and format design of flight information. Designers must
choose what to display on the HUD, where, and how. On the one hand, pilots will have maximal
accessibility to information that is displayed in the center of the HUD. On the other hand,
excessive information in the HUD center or on the HUD at all likely represents clutter that slows
perception ofaparticular information unit of interest. In order to limit clutter, the designer may
simplify the appearance ofagiven indicator (e.g., airspeed) by omitting such elements as scale
labeling, tick marks, and analog components. However, such omissions reduce the information
provided by the indicator, which may lead to misperceptions.
Thus, for each unit ofinformation, the designer must make atradeoffbetween maximizing
access to the information and minimizing interference with other units ofinformation, including
that presented by the underlying out-the-window (OTW) view. The literature presents no precise
means to decide this tradeoff. The following rules ofthumb are available for designers and
certifiers:

• Only the most absolutely necessary indicators should be on the HUD.

• Keep at least the central 10 degrees ofthe HUD field-of-view (FOV) as clear as possible.
• All the guidelines and requirements regarding tick marks and scales that apply to the

analogous head-down primary flight reference (PFR) indicators should be applied to the
HUD.

• It is sufficient fora HUD to merely get the pilot's attention regarding a warning or caution
while other displays describe the problem, with the exception ofwarnings that relate directly
to aircraft attitude or control.

IX



Further research is needed to provide more precise guidelines than above. For example there is
no technique or calculation available now, other than flight testing, that would allow adesigner
or certifier to evaluate systematically aproposal to locate aspecific indicator at aspecific
location using aspecific format. There does not appear to be any research indicating the degree
traditional indicators can be diminished when the HUD presents unconventional indicators, such
as the flight path marker and speed worm. Research on the phenomenon ofattention trapping is
subject to competing interpretations of the experimental data that must be resolved before design
guidelines can be provided. There is virtually no research on the degree the HUD affects the
likelihood ofthe pilot noticing important events on the head-down displays (HDDs) including
cautions and warnings, although, possibly, this is not really a problem for HUDs.

Task-Display Compatibility Issues

Four issues concern the display's effectiveness to support the intended tasks. Among these,
certifiers need to determine the effectivenessof the uses of symbologyattributes (such as
brightness, ghosting) in representing various states andvalues. Forexample, certifiers need to
determine if the display adequately indicates anddistinguishes commanded values and limits in
altitude and speed displays, and if an indicator is out of range or has failed. According to
research, X's or other overlays are preferred to removal or ghosting an indicator to show an
indicator failure. Ghosting is becoming an effective de facto convention for representing an out-
of-range indicator. The best use of flashing probably is purely to capture the attention of the
pilot.

Regarding target values, limits, and alerts, it would seem reasonable that HUDs be subject to
guidelines analogous to that applied to HDDs. Study is needed to develop guidelines for
evaluating a monochrome convention for representing limits and alerts. The guidelines should
identify those conventions associated with pilot performance comparable to the use of red and
yellow on HDDs.

Two issues concern evaluating a HUD's effectiveness in displaying and guiding recovery from
unusual attitudes. The pitch ladder symbology used in most HUDs has features that make sky-
ground discrimination difficult. As a result, several differences in the positive and negative pitch
ladder rungs may be necessary for a HUD to match an HDD for sky-ground recognition.
Ultimately, the best approach to evaluating a HUD in this regard is flight testing.

Questions have been raised regarding the appropriateness and adequacy of various instrument
formats (tape, pointer, drum, counter) in HUDs. Operational experience with HDDs suggests
that to the degree that tapes have become acceptable for HDDs, one mayregard them as adequate
for HUDs even though counter-pointer formats maybe better. Analog indicators have
performance advantages oversimple counters butcounters alone may beappropriate when
minimal clutter is necessary.

Display-Display Consistency and Discrimination Issues

Five issues concern the consistency anddiscriminability of HUD symbology. Theseconcern the
consistent use of coding and attributes within theHUD, discriminability of cautions from
warnings in the HUD, and consistency with the formats and conventional positions ofHDD
indicators. There is little research relevant to these issues. While there is consensus that



inconsistency should be minimized, the literature, however, docs not provide guidance for
deciding between two different forms of inconsistency when total consistency cannot be achieved
without causing other problems.

Flight experience implies that the vertical position of the heading indicator relative to the attitude
indicator can be safely varied between HUD and HDD, but no hard research supports this or
other deviations from the "Basic-T" positions of indicators. Similarly, flight experience suggests
it is acceptable to mix a fixed-pointer tape indicatorwith a round-dial movingpointer indicator.
However, there are untested theoretical reasons to surmise that certain combinations of formats
could cause confusion.

As mentioned earlier in thisdocument regarding Task-Display Compatibility Issues, study is
needed to develop guidelines for monochrome conventions for representing cautions and
warnings. Such guidelines may address issues concerning distinguishing cautions from warnings
and avoiding inconsistency with HDD alerts.

Physiological Stress Issues

Four issues concern the pilot physiological stress that may be associated with HUD optical
design. These issues lack adequate research. For example, anecdotes suggest that the eye strain
effects ofHUDs are a possibility, although currently they are unsubstantiated. Published sources
do not provide any guidance on the dimensions or characteristics ofHUD optics that arc related
to strain or fatigue. Some research implies that pilots may shift focus when transitioning between
the HUD and theOTW view. However, limitations of this research preclude any operational or
design advice. HUD optics require that the pilot keep his or her head within aspecific volume in
order to sec all flight indications. However, despite the attention applied to this issue, no one
knows the normal amount ofpilot head movement that would define the minimum dimensions of
this volume.

Research Programs

The following research programs arc proposed to aid in resolving the issues for which there is
currently insufficient knowledge to provide precise guidelines for certification:

• Visual Scanning. The purpose ofthis research program is to develop a means todetermine if
a HUD adequately balances clutter against providing sufficient and easily accessible
information to the pilot.

• Conformity vs. Scene-Linked Symbology (SLS). This program seeks to resolve concerns
regarding attention trapping through experiments to determine if it is caused by non-
conformal symbology or relative motion. Follow-up studies shall develop a measurement for
a HUD's propensity to induce attention trapping.

• Alert Coding. Through subject matter expert workshops, technology surveys, and
experiments, this program seeks to develop guidelines for evaluating monochrome coding
convention for cautions and warnings in order to resolve various issues regarding
consistency, discrimination, and task compatibility.

• Internal Consistency. This program seeks to develop a quantitative measure ofdisplay
consistency that predicts human performance.
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•

HDD-HUD Consistency. This program determines the pilot performance cost (ifany)
associated with making the transition between a HUD and HDD when each use different
formats or locations of indicators.

HUD Strain. This program uses surveys and experiments to determine the presence, effects,
and mitigation of strain from HUD usage.

Head Motion. This program uses field tests to determine the range ofnormal head motion
exhibited by pilots in non-HUD equipped aircraft to provide volume guidelines for cockpit
head motion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of Document

The purpose of this document is lo provide a literature review of issues encountered by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) during the certification of IlUDs for use in air transport.
Each issue represents a potential adverse impact of a HUD design feature on pilot performance.
For each issue, this document summarizes the current knowledge, certification recommendations
based on this knowledge, and direction of the ultimate resolution of the issue.

1.2 HUD Technology

Ilead-up displays (HUDs) arc transparent electronic displays positioned between theoperator and
the natural visual scene or out-the-window (OTW) view (See Figure 1).

Figure 1. A Typical Civil Air Transport HUD Installation.

The imnne-«enerating CRT is mounted overhead and the display
itself (combiner) fits in a fold-down frame

Head-up
Display



This allowsan operator to selectively attend to eitherthe displays or the OTWviewwithout
appreciable head or eye motion. Thus, theoperator can literally keep hisor her"headup" for a
task that requires information from bothdisplays andOTW. This is accomplished by projecting
a CRT image ontoa combiner, being a semi-reflective panel that is typically tuned to maximally
reflect the light frequency of a monochrome CRT image while allowing other frequencies of light
from OTW to pass through (See Figure 2).

OTW View

Figure 2. Basic HUD schematic, typical for civil transports.
(Adapted from Newman, 1995.)

Aviation HUDs collimatc the light from the CRT, either through the combiner or separate optics.
Collimation renders all light rays in parallel so that the CRT image and the OTW objects can
appear in focus simultaneously.

1.3 HUD History

Head-up displays were first installed in aircraft in the 1950s to serve as electronic gunsights for
warplanes (Newman, 1995; Taylor, 1990). These displays were conformal, in thesense that the
gunsight's relation to the out-the-window (OTW) view corresponds with reality: when the
electronic gun cross appeared on topof the actual OTW target as seen bythe pilot, theweapons
were properly aimed. New conformal symbology was developed in the form of flight path marker
(FPM) or the similar climb-dive marker (CDM). These symbols project the aircraft's velocity
vector1 onto theOTW scene, allowing the pilot to literally see where theaircraft is going in the
world outside (see Figure 3). This capacity tooverlay and augment the real-world image with an
electronic one proved tobe the major advantage ofHUDs over other electronic displays. HUDs
also showed indicators for basic flight parameters such asairspeed and barometric altitude. This

1TheCDM differs from the FPM inthat it shows only the vertical component of the velocity vector. That is,it
shows the angle the aircraft is climbing or diving with respect to the horizon, but itdoes not show lateral slip offthe
aircraft centcrline.



provided a second major advantage of a HUD overa head-down display (HDD). Thepilot can
read key instruments while keeping the OTW view in sight, allowing military pilots to maintain
focus on a target (Taylor, 1990; Weintraub & Ensing, 1992).

15 1
Pitch

reference

15

FPM

-±ee
16

I

Heading
scale

\
17-

Pitch

ladder

Artificial

horizon

L t-

Figure 3. Representativeconformal symbology.

The pitch reference indicates the aircraft ispitched up2degrees and heading 160. The
FPM indicates the aircraft is flying a flat trajectory with a groundtrack of 157 (assuming
the FPM is inertially based). Individual symbols area mix of military and civil examples.

In the 1980s, analogous reasoning was applied to the use ofHUDs in civil transport aircraft and
the task of landing. Here, a HUD would allow a pilot tomaneuver toward the runway while
primary flight indications remain in view. To land an aircraft, a pilot could simply maneuver the
aircraft into a heading and attitude such that the FPM lay on the end of the runway. Inpoor
visibility, a flight path angle appropriate for anapproach could be established bybringing the
FPM to the proper position below the conformal artificial horizon also provided inthe HUD
(Newman, 1995).

With a HUD displaying a conformal flight path marker along with basic flight parameters, pilots
could manually fly approaches and landings with remarkable precision (Kaiser, 1994; Weintraub
& Ensing, 1992; Will, 1998). This advantage was mostnotable for landing in verypoor
visibility, when there were almost no OTW cues until flare execution. Pilot performance while
using a HUD in this manner was sufficiently accurate and reliable that by 1989, HUD-equipped
airliners were certified for landing in Category IDA conditions (Kaiser, 1994; Taylor, 1990).
Until then, pilots could only legally perform a landing at that visibility level by using a triple-
redundant autoland system that existed in relatively few aircraft in service. The same advantages
offered by HUDs for landings have also led the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to allow
HUD-equipped aircraft to take off in otherwise excessively poor visibility.

By giving airliners the capacity to take off and land in poor visibility, HUDs acquired a
substantial economic benefit for airlines that use them. Aircraft that would otherwise be subject
to expensive delays or diversions are now able to keep their schedules (Kaiser, 1994;Proctor,
1997). Thus, an increasing number ofairlines have been pursuing the installation of HUDs in
their fleets. Industry has met this increased demand with new and innovated HUDs, all which
require certification by the FAA.



Thus, HUDs, which originally were meant for targeting rather than aviating, have evolved in civil
aviation to become perhaps the most important flight reference during takeoff, approach, and
landing for the aircraft that have them. Recently, HUD manufacturers have also been ascribing
advantages to HUDs during the cruise phase of flight. With their increasing importance,
especiallywith regardto safety, the FAA has recognized that variousdesign issuesneed to be
addressed to adequately evaluate HUDs for certification.



2. STRATEGY FOR RESEARCH

In order to certifya HUD, FAAcertifiers mustbe assured that the design features ofa HUD are
not implemented in such a waythatpilot performance is worse than found in a non-HUD-
equipped transport. A research effort isunderway to develop certification guidelines to assess if
a given design feature is acceptably implemented. Specifically, the research effort seeks to
develop for each issue a guideline composed ofa metric and criterion. A metric isa means of
measuring or otherwise objectively evaluating the design implementation, and the criterion is the
level of the metric the HUD should meet to be certified. In order to validate the metrics and
determine thecriteria, empirical studies willbe conducted to determine the correlation between
themetric and pilot performance. The resulting metrics and guidelines will notonly aid the FAA
incertifying HUDs, but will also beuseful analytical tools for HUD designers who seek to
minimize the impact of these issues. Furthermore, airlines can use the metrics and guidelines to
aid in the selection of HUDs available from manufacturers.

This document will support this research effort bysummarizing the existing literature toprovide
the following for each issue:

• A determination of whether the HUD design feature docs indeed adversely impact pilot
performance.

• Anunderstanding of the mechanism by which the design feature affects performance, and
what techniques exist to minimize the effects.

• An identification ofany existingguidelines or recommendations that maybe directlyapplied.

• A collection of potential metrics for use in evaluatinga HUD.

• A collection of potential measurable forms of pilot performance thatcan be used to validate
the metric and determine the criterion.

• A determination of requirements for additional research in addition to the development of the
guideline itself.

This paper thus provides the background necessary to carry out the empirical development of
guidelines regarding the issues. The methods for this development can be directly derived from
here. Recommended studies are outlined in chapter 5 "PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAMS"
starting on page 49. The most important of these studies are expected to be conducted as part of
the guidelines development project that spawned this paper.

This paper also provides a general list of the most pressing FAA concerns regarding HUDs in
transports and what is known about HUD design that would minimize these concerns. In
summarizing the current state of knowledgeregarding the human factors of HUDs in civil
aircraft, this papercan thusprovide interim guidance for certifiers until more empirical research
is conducted.





3. LITERATURE REVIEW OF HUD RESEARCH

3.1 Sources

The issues themselves were derived from interviews with two FAA experts with experience in
HUD certification, one expert being the FAA'sChiefScientific andTechnical Advisor for Flight
Management; the other being an FAA aerospace engineer with expertise inadvanced flight deck
displays, most particularly, HUDs. The issues thus represent the experts' opinions of the main
areaswhere the current certification process could use the most improvement in order to more
objectively andvalidly evaluate HUDs forcertification.

The study of the issues was through a literature review of the following sources:

• Academic journals

• Symposium papersandconference proceedings

• Technical papers (e.g., NASA, Society of Automotive Engineers)

• Trade journals

• Design standards (e.g., military, Society of Automotive Engineers)

• Pilot's Guides to HUD guidance systems

3.2 Overview of the Literature

Perhaps because HUDs quietly evolved from targeting devices into defacto primary flight
references, research hasbeen primarily reactive to problems encountered in thecourse of this
evolution. For example, in theearly 1990s, the US military experienced an unusual number of
cases of pilot disorientation in extreme attitudes for HUD-equipped warplanes. This lead to
extensive research on extreme attitude recognitionand recoveryusing a HUD, ultimately
resulting in a new HUD symbologystandard (MTLSTD, 1996).

Of the proactive research in investigating the potential of HUDs, the tendency has beento
evaluate their use in future technology such as synthetic or enhanced vision systems (Huntoon,
Rand, and Lapis, 1995;Johnson and Kaiser, 1995;Lcger, Fleury and Aymeric, 1996;McCann,
Andre, et al., 1997;McCann and Foyle 1994;McCann, Foyle, et al., 1998)rather than for the
display of more conventional indicators. Other papers have provided guidelines on conducting
flight testing and evaluations ofHUDs (Anderson, 1996;Anderson, French,et al., 1995;
Haworth and Newman 1993).

In general, research has been most abundant in two areas:

• Attention and Perception. These are studies on the ability of the pilot to recognize and attend
to events in the HUD and OTW, and determine the role of clutter and HUD-OTW conformity
in promoting effective attention (Boston and Braun, 1996; Foyle, McCann, et al. 1995;
Martin-Emerson and Wickens, 1997; May and Wickens 1995; McCann and Foyle, 1994;
Sanford and Foyle, 1993; Ververs and Wickens, 1996,1998)



• Symbology Effectiveness. These are studies that determine the effectiveness of various
symbols and indicator styles for various tasks such as flight path tracking and unusual attitude
recognition and recovery (Chandra and Weintraub 1993; Dudfield, Davy, et al., 1995;
Ercoline, and Gillingham 1990; Liggett, Reising, et al. 1993; Weinstein and Ercoline 1993;
Weinstein, Ercoline, et al., 1992; Weinstein, Gillingham, et al. 1994).

Curiously, research on attention and perception has generally excluded the relation of the HUD to
the head-down display (HDD). For example, there is apparently little data on the potential that a
pilot may fail to perceive an HDD event when using a HUD, and there also appears to be little
data on consistency between the HDD and HUD. Also while alternative HUD symbology has
been carefully studied, the hardware has not, with the exception of studies on focal
accommodation. Research on head motion or eyestrain is essentially absent.

In summary, research relevant to the issues is highly variable, with some issues having copious
quantities ofdata, and others being nearly bereft ofdata.

3.3 Presentation of Issues and Findings

In this document, the following is given for each issue:

• Issue category and identifying number

• Certification need of the issue

• Issue importance

• Findings from the literature review

• Conclusion based on the literature review

• CertificationImplications derived from the conclusion

• FutureResearch necessary to resolve the issue

3.3.1 Categorization and Numbering

Issues are divided into four human factors categories shown in Table 1. Issues are sorted and
numbered within each category. The numbering order is arbitrary.

Table 1. Categories of Design Issues.

Abbrev.
Category Description

IA Display Information
Accessibility

Issues regardingthe tradeoff between providing
necessary information and minimizing clutter.

TD Task-Display
Compatibility

Issues regardingthe display's effectiveness to support
the intended tasks.

DD Display-Display
Consistency and
Discrimination

Issues regardingconfusion of symbolsand other
features both within the HUD and between the HUD

and the HDD.

PS Physiological Stress Issues regardingthe physical and/or physiological
demands of using the HUD.



3.3.2 Certification Need

Each issue is described in terms ofthe needs ofcertification professionals regarding the issue.
For the most part this involves determining or estimating the impact ofadesign feature on pilot
performance. For example, for Issue IA-1. Clutter Effects on the OTW View, acertifier has a
need to "determine ifHUD's symbology excessively obscures the OTW view" in order to certify
the HUD. While described in terms ofacertification need, it is understood that each issue also
comprises adesign need. For example, for IA-1, the design need is to select and position a
symbology set so that it does not excessively obscure the OTW view.

3.3.3 Importance

Issues were rated for importance by an FAA certification expert with extensive experience with
HUDs usingthe following scale:

High Resolution of the issue is highly critical to effectively carry out certification of
current HUDs.

Medium Resolution ofthe issue is important to effectively carry out certification of
current HUDs, but is not top priority.

Low Resolution ofthe issue would be helpful and informative for certification
purposes, but it is not required to effectively carry out certification ofHUDs.

3.3.4 Findings

Relevant research findings arc given for each issue. Relevant research findings include any of
the following:

• Findings that indicate the significance ofdesign in the issue; that is, findings that show the
degree that pilot performance regarding the issue is affected by HUD design.

• Findings that directly indicate the resolution of the issue (e.g., show what design approaches
will maximize pilot performance ormitigate the impact ofthe issue).

• Findings that illuminate the mechanism behind the issue; that is, findings that indicate exactly
what aspects of HUD design impact pilot performance.

• Findings that provide adirectly applicable valid and objective guideline for certification.

3.3.5 Conclusion

The findings for each issue are followed by asummary, analysis, and evaluation ofthe findings
with respect to good HUD design.

3.3.6 Certification Implications

Based onthe conclusion, the implications for certification arc described. These include any
preliminary guidance that can be derived from the existing knowledge.



3.3.7 Future Research

For each issue, this document provides the research questions to be answered in order to resolve
the issue. Ideally, the aim of the research is to develop validated metrics to evaluate HUD
designs.

Based on the findings, there are three possibilities for future research of an issue:

• No Research Required. This may be for either of two reasons. (1) Any reasonably designed
HUD will not adverselyaffect pilot performancewith respect to the issue and thus no
guideline is necessary. (2)While HUD design canadversely affect pilot performance with
respect to the issue, an objective and valid guideline already exists that maybe usedfor
certification.

• Metric Development Ready. HUD design can adversely affect pilot performance with respect
to the issue and enough is known about the mechanism of this effect to develop themetric
and validity test to develop a guideline.

• Researchfor Development. Substantial research must be conducted before a metric can be
developed. The research may be to determine if the HUD design actually adversely affects
pilot performance as the issue implies. The research may also be efforts to determine the best
metric. Inanycase, a multi-study research program is expected to be necessary to resolve
this issue.
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4. ISSUES AND FINDINGS

Issue IA-1 Clutter Effects on theOut-the-window (OTW) View

Certification Determine ifHUD's symbology excessively obscures the OTW view.
Need

Importance High

Findings In general, the detection ofOTW events is as fast or faster for pilots using
HUDs than for pilots using HDDs (Martin-Emerson & Wickens, 1997;
Ververs & Wickens, 1996; Weintraub & Ensing, 1992). For HUDs with
clutter levels comparable to that found onthe market today, the effects of the
HUD masking the OTW image are offset by the elimination of the need to look
head down for flight displays.

However, clutter is still a concern. The display of information that is not
required for the current task on a HUD has been shown to bedisruptive,
slowing a pilot's reaction toimportant OTW events such as a traffic conflict
(Newman, 1995; Ververs &Wickens, 1998). Despite this finding,
manufacturers will feel pressure to add content to their HUDs, potentially
increasing the clutter, as pilots believe they can learn to ignore unneeded
indicators as necessary. Pilots are much more likely to ask thata HUDshow
more indicators than fewer indicators (Kaiser 1994), not noticing that each
addition may slow effective OTW visual scanning, increasing workload.

Several factors mayexacerbate or ameliorate theeffects of clutter:

• Conformity. There is some reason to believe that conformal symbology,
where the symbol position with respect to the OTWviewmatches reality,
interferes less with detectingOTW events than non-conformal symbology.
(Wickens & Long, Martin& Wickens, cited in Ververs & Wickens, 1998).

• Position. An indicator will be less likely to disrupt the OTW view if it is
placed awayfrom where the pilot is likely to be looking, namely the center
of thedisplay or the horizon (Newman, 1995). For landing, the lowerhalf
of the HUD should be kept relativelyclear of symbologyso that the airport
environs, ground traffic, and terrain areunobscured, and, likewise, the
relativelycluttered ground texture will not interfere with the symbology.

• Low-lighting. There are some weak indications that low-lighting or
dimming of the less essential indicatorscan reduce their tendencyto mask
OTW events (Ververs & Wickens, 1996, 1998). However, it does not
appear to completely eliminate the effects ofclutter.

Conclusion There appears to be a consensus that only indicators necessary for the task
should be displayed. Excess indicators may delay detection ofOTW events or
force more careful scanning OTW, adding to workload. Being an electronic
display, HUDs can add and remove indicators as needed, often automatically,
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and indeed most HUDs on the market today do this. Manual de-cluttering
modeshave also been provided. However, no research has investigated how
effectively pilots use such modes.

Certification Until research can provide more precise guidance, the following is
Implications recommended:

1. Only indicators and symbologythat arc necessaryfor the current task
should bedisplayed ona HUD, where "necessary" means that thepilot
must referto the indicator or symbol repeatedly throughout the normal
conduct of the task.

2. Marginally necessary indicators maybe displayed on the HUD, but some
combination of the following design techniques should be included to
minimize their cluttering effects:

2.1. Position the indicator onthe periphery ofthe display. The corners
are especially suitable.

2.2. Make theindicator conformal. This technique should be used with
caution as making some indicators conformal can have serious
disadvantages such as reducing the scale to an excessively small
"window."

2.3. Low-light the indicator. This should not be done if the brightness
is used to mean something else in thedisplay (e.g., an out-of-range
indicator).

Future Stating that one should only display necessary indicators does not exclude the
Research possibilitythat the same indicatorscan be displayed in either a cluttered or

uncluttered format. In addition to the shear amount of radiating phosphor,
formats may differ in how they work in the context of typical OTW views. A
particular format may work efficiently in isolation, providing sufficient
informationwith relatively little phosphor. However, due to its specific
graphic features, the same format may become lost or, conversely,may mask
important OTW objects when combined with an OTW view.

The need to evaluate indicator design in context is central to resolving nearly
all the LA issues. Such an evaluation procedure would need to assess both the
impact ofcontext on the indicator and vice versa. The development of this
evaluation method requires long-term research.

Issue IA-2 Clutter Effects on HUD Use

Certification Determine if excessive HUD symbologyprevents detection ofevents within
Need HUD.

Importance High

Findings In findings similarto that associated with LA-1, there are definite advantages to
eliminating the need to lookdown for an indicator by displaying it on the
HUD. Events in an indicatorare generallydetected faster (Martin-Emerson &
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Wickens, 1997; Ververs & Wickens, 1998) when displayed head up than head
down. This is true especially in VMC conditions, when presumably the pilot is
more likely tobescanning OTW (Ververs & Wickens. 1998). Tracking when
using alphanumeric indicators is also improved when they are displayed on the
HUD rather than ona separate HDD (Martin-Emerson &Wickens, 1997).

However, the number of indicators placed on the HUD must be limited. Pilots
are slower to detect indicatorevents in HUDs that include indicators not
needed for the task as compared to HUDs with just the essential information
(Ververs &Wickens, 1998). The effect is observed when non-needed
indicators are merely placed beside theneeded indicators -it is not necessary
for them to overlap. Low-lighting the nonessential information on a HUD does
not appear to improve reaction time to HUD events compared to simply
displaying all symbology at the same level ofbrightness (Ververs &Wickens,
1996,1998).

Increasing HUD brightness may accelerate the detection ofHUD events, but
this will raise its contrast, and thus slowthedetection of OTWevents(Ververs
&Wickens, 1996). Excessive HUD brightness has been associated with at
least one incident in the military (Ververs &Wickens, 1998). However, it is
possible to adjust the HUD brightness to a level that allows fast detection of
both OTW and in-the-display (1TD) events (May &Wickens, 1995; Ververs &
Wickens, 1998).

From a functional standpoint, forapproach and landing, flight testing suggests
that a HUD should display, atthe minimum, the Basic T and vertical speed. If
available and applicable, the HUD should also show lateral and vertical path
deviation, the flight director, and a CDM or FPM (Newman, 1995). Some
argue that the vertical speed can be dispensed with in a decluttered mode ifa
CDM/FPM is visible. For takeoffand go-around, the path deviation indicators,
flight director, and CDM/FPM are not strictly required; however a slip/skid
indicator should beadded for multi-engine aircraft to cope with thepossibility
of an engine loss (Anderson, 1996; Newman, 1995). Other indicators (e.g.,
radar altimeter, speed error, etc.) may also be highly desirable (Newman,
1995). Waterlinc, FPM, andCDM each provide different functions making the
presence of all of them desirable (MILSTD 1996).

Conclusion It is clearthat a HUD should not display indicators that are unneeded for the
current task. Unlike the case of IA-1, there docs not appear to be any
supported means of mitigating the effects ofclutter indetecting ITD events.

Certification Until research can provide more precise guidance, the following is
Implications recommended:

I. Only indicators and symbology thatare necessary for the current task
shouldbe displayed on a HUD, where "necessary" means that the pilot
must refer to the indicator or symbol repeatedly throughout the normal
conduct of the task.
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2. Candidate indicators for a HUD should reflect the likely division of labor
among the flight deck crew. For example in a single HUD installation,
priority should go to indicators that have no HDD equivalent (e.g., the
FPM). Of indicators that would be redundant with the HDD, only
indicators that both the first officer and captain need to monitor should be
on the HUD. An important indicator for the crew task may exist only head
down if it is sufficient that it be monitored by the non-HUD-usingpilot
alone.

3. For any task in which the pilot must continuously monitor the HUD, the
HUD should at the minimum display the Basic T and some indication of
vertical velocity, even if these are not strictly necessary for the task. A
pitch ladder should have a waterline mark. A CDM or FPM is not an
adequate substitute. A slip/skid indicator should be on the HUD in case of
an engine failure ina multi-engine aircraft. Thismay appear automatically
in such a case.

4. Marginally necessary indicators found in flight tests to be disruptive to the
pilot's ability to recognize events in other more important indicators should
notbe displayed on the HUD, even if the manufacturer has taken thesteps
listed in IA-1 to mitigate their effects on masking the OTW view.

Future As in LA-1, clutter effects of one indicatoron anotherarc likely affected by
Research howan indicator is displayedas well as //"it is displayed. Once again, it is not

sufficient to evaluate the indicator in isolation summing its phosphor usage.
While that may be a good first approximation, one also needs to evaluate the
indicator in context of other indicators, just as the indicator should be
evaluated in the context of typical OTW backgrounds. When placed in
proximity ofother indicators, a particular indicator format may be relatively
hard to read or, conversely, it may make the other indicators hard to read.
Conceivably, there may be advantages to adding visual elements to promote
perceptual separation and organization of indicators in order to reduce such
interference. Ultimately what is needed is a means to estimate the clutter
effects ofan indicator design in context ofother indicators as well as the OTW
as in IA-1. This requires research for development.

Issue IA-3 Minimal Information Display

Certification Determine if the HUD shows the minimal informationfor its intended purpose,
Need including numeric scale, tick marks, and key values as necessary.

Importance High

Findings The lackof the tick marks on a counter-pointer indicator hasbeen shown not to
affect pilot's ability to maintain level flight in turbulence (Weinstein et al.,
1993), suggesting they may not be strictly necessary (Newman, 1995).
However, pilotsreport a preference for them and theoretically thedots may
result in more precision in maintaining a commanded airspeed (MILSTD
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1996). Thus, at least for pointer-counter airspeed and altitude indicator, tick
marks have been recommended, but it has also been recommended that they be
barely visible inorder to minimize clutter (Newman. 1995).

Development work by the US Air Force has lead to recommendations that
HUDs show the currently selected altitude and airspeed on their respective
indicators, consistent with conventions for HDDs(Federal Aviation
Administration, 1987). When these values arc out of range of the analogue
indicator, they may bedisplayed above or below the indicator (Newman, 1995;
MILSTD 1996). The following reference speeds are recommended for takeoff:
V|, rotate speed, and V2. These may be removed after liftoff (Newman, 1995;
MILSTD 1996). The display should also show speed limits, such as never-
exceed and stall speeds for the aircraft's current configuration or, alternatively,
reference speeds for gear and flaps (MILSTD 1996).

General human factors standards recommend avoiding irregular tickmarks and
insufficient value labeling as they are associated with poor performance in
identifying a displayed value (Kantowitz &Sorkin, 1983; Woodson, etal.,
1992). An important function ofan analogue display is to provide rate-of-
change feedback (Kantowitz &Sorkin, 1983). Any kind ofnonlinear scale can
be expected to interfere with this. Analog airspeed indicators have been know
to use different linearscales for different speed ranges, but in this case
potential interference may be ameliorated by changing the scales atmeaningful
breaks in speeds (e.g., below minimal V| and at250 kts.). Tests indicate that
the pitch ladder ofaHUD may also be dual scaled or even nonlinear in order to
provide compression atextreme pitches for improved performance in
recovering from unusual attitudes (Newman, 1995). In an unusual attitude
precise modulation ofthe rate ofpitch change is not likely to be the pilot's
main concern. In general there isa lack ofresearch on nonlinear scales inan
aviation context.

Conclusion It should begenerally assumed that the indicators on the HUD will bethe
primary reference for the pilot while the HUD is in use. Thus, all the
guidelines and requirements that apply toanalogous head-down PFR indicators
should beapplied to the HUD. For example, if a reference speed is required on
the PFD, then it should alsobe shown on the HUD. At this time there is no
research that indicates that HUDs that are used as primary reference perform
adequately with less than allthe information required for a HDD PFR.

Scale nonlinearity isgenerally not recommended for displays. In particular, it
would bedifficult tojustify any use of nonlinearity for airspeed or altitude
where rateofchange is nearly always a concern andoftenthe primary
justification for providing an analogue component for the indicator. However,
changing scales for different ranges whilemaintaining linearity within each
range is not necessarily harmful.

While Weinstein et al. (1993) failed to show that tick marks improve
performance on HUDs over no tick marks, this lackof resultmayhavebeen
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Certification
Implications

Future

Research

limited to particularcombinationof task and indicatordesign they used (e.g.,
round dial, a single linear scale, no tick mark labels). The general opinion
among experts is that tick marks have sufficient advantages to justify
displaying them.

The following guidelines are given pending further research:

1. Analogue indicators should display counters, value labels, or such so that
the pilot can quickly and unambiguously identify the displayed value.

2. The Basic-T indicators on the HUD should display the same information
(e.g., commanded and reference values) as required for analogous HDD
indicators.

3. Additional information beyond that in the Basic-T may also be shown on
the HUD if adding clutterisjustifiedby improved pilotperformance (e.g.,
to prevent breaking visual lock on the runaway on flare).

4. Analogue indicators suchas airspeed and altitude that mayrequire tracking
by the pilot should have tick marks, but these should be small and
unobtrusive (e.g., small dots).

5. Nonlinear scales should not be used for airspeed and altitude. At the very
least, flight testing should carefully evaluate the pilot's ability to control the
approach to various target or limit values when nonlinear scales are used.

The effect of labeling the tick marks, as is conventional for airspeed indicators
and altimeters (Federal Aviation Administration, 1987),has apparentlynot
been fully evaluated in HUDs and may or may not be associated with improved
performance. Nor have variations of indicator format been compared on tasks
other than tracking a constant airspeed and altitude, such as awareness ofan
approaching performance limit (e.g., accelerating towards VMo or descending
towards the MDA). Also, evaluations ofcertain formats such as moving
pointer linear displays have apparently not been published.

If all the guidelines that apply to HDD indicators should also apply to HUD
indicators, one may therefore argue that no additional research is called for,
and the research and experience with ordinary indicators should be applied to
HUDs. The HUD's transparency and redundancy with the HDD (monitored by
the non-HUD-using pilot), however, implies that indicator elements that are
desirable in an HDD may not be desirable in a HUD. Ticks marks labels, for
example, may be desirable in an HDD, where the benefits of information
outweigh the clutter,but this maynot be so in a HUD. This implies that this
issue is verysimilarto LA-2, raising the same question of what information
needs to be head-up. The research for development ofmetrics for Issues IA-1
and LA-2 could thus also be used to resolve LA-3.

Specifically, the importance of tickmarks for various analog HUD indicators
remains an openquestion. In particular, research is needto assess potential
performance benefits associated withacquiring (ratherthan merely
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maintaining) target values and remaining within limits. Possibly the presence
of tick marks may yield a measurable improvement over their absence in round
dial indicators when the tick marks are labeled.

Issue IA-4 Centrality of Indicators

Certification Determine if flight indications are sufficiently close to the center ofthe pilot's
Need vision to allow detection of events.

Importance Medium

Findings As a general human factors principle, events on centrally located indicators are
detected with lesseffort than those on peripherally located indicators and
training is necessary to elicit effective scanning ofperipherally located
indicators (Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983). In a HUD in particular, the
collimating optics make itmore likely that indicators on the periphery will fall
outsidethe field of viewdue to normal head motion (see PS-3). Designers
must avoid placing an indicator that may show an abnormal orhazardous
condition where it can drop out of view.

On the other hand, there are two good reasons toplace indicators peripherally
on a HUD:

1. Peripherally located indicators are less likely to obscure important OTW
images (IA-1), which tend tobe centrally located (Newman, 1995).

2. There is some evidence thateyemotion to periphery of a HUD may
discourage attention trapping as indicated in LA-6 (Sanford etal., 1993).
This motion can be induced byplacing important indicators that are part of
a pilot's normal scan outon the periphery of the HUD.

Military standards recommend that airspeed and altitude indicators be
separated by at least 10 degrees to give aclear view ahead. However, the
standards state that they must remain in the instantaneous field ofview and
must not beso far apart that cross-check scan time increases (MILSTD, 1996).
This generally translates into a separation ofabout 25 degrees or less. Bank
angle, slip/skid, and heading indicators arc on the vertical periphery. Only the
attitude and attitude-related symbology such as the horizon, pitch ladder,
waterline, and CDM are located centrally (MILSTD, 1996). Some civil HUDs
locate the heading display centrally, but some experts caution against doing
this indiscriminately (Newman, 1995).

Conclusion While themilitary standard provides a good rule of thumb thathasbeen
supported with experience, there is little scientific evidence on the tradeoff
between centrality to allow detection of indicator events and the need to keep
the OTW view clear.

Evenunder the assumption that a pilot will learnto regularly scan a key
instrument located far from the center, there are arguments against peripheral
placement. Peripheral placement of indicators may actually increase the
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reaction time to centrally-located OTW events that occur while the pilot is
scanning the periphery, or mayeven prevent such events from being noticed.
Tradeoffs between indicator size and locationcomplicate the design decision.
A large indicator on the periphery, showing a large amount of movement in
response to events, may be as visible as a small indicator in the center.
Another factor thatneeds to be taken intoaccount is the possibility that
locating an indicator on the periphery reduces thechance of attention trapping.

Centrally locating the attitude indicator is consistent with an argument that the
first taskof flying is attitude control (which in turn affects speed, heading, and
altitude), but no research as specifically tested the need for a dead-center
attitude indicator in HUDs. Conceivably, research mightshow that sufficient
attitude awareness and control can be achieved with a non-conformal attitude
display (e.g., the "orange peel" as described in Figure 4) presented less than
centered (e.g., towards the bottom of the display).

Certification Until more research canbe conducted, themilitary standard of 10-25 degrees
Implications of separation for altitude andairspeed is an interim guideline. The attitude

indicator may be slightlyoff-center; provided it is clearly readable when the
pilot is fixating on the center of the display.

Future This issueis a further elaboration of LA-1 and would be answered by its
Research research. The tradeoff is between interfering with the OTW view and

promptly detecting ITD events. In IA-1, the designer mayreduce the masking
of the OTW view by re-designing the format of the display. In this issue,
OTW masking can be reduced to a lesser extent by moving the indicator to the
periphery.

Issue IA-5 Compensation for Lack of Centrality

Certification Determine if adequate compensation is provided for any indication that is too
Need far from the center by creating redundancyin the center (e.g., digital speed,

worms).

Importance Low

Findings Commonly HUDs for military and civil application include two centrally
located indicators that supplement the airspeed indicator, namely a speed worm
and acceleration cue. The acceleration cue combined with a speed worm
reduces workload by:

1. Providing lead information for a new airspeed facilitating smoother
changes.

2. Representing optimal angle of attack and achievable pitch for current
airspeed.

3. Indicating if the aircraft is gaining or losing energy.

4. Providinga control-compatible cue on how to achieve a stabilized
airspeed.
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5. Providing early detection and escape information for windshear (MILSTD,
1996).

These indicators also reduce the importance of the airspeed indicator, making
it more reasonable to place it on the periphery. Asimilar function is performed
by the CDM/FPM with respect to vertical speed, which can be inferred from
the CDM's relation to the pitch ladder making it less critical to monitor the
vertical speed indicator. Flare cues and orange peels (sec Figure 4), which are
also redundant with other indicators, havealso been recommended (Newman,
1995).

Level flight 45° left bank 45° pitch up 45° right bank and 45°
pitch down.

Figure 4. A Variation of the Orange Peel.

The completeness ofthe "peel" indicates pitch, while the orientation ofthe "handles"
indicates bank angle with the gap pointed towards the horizon.

Conclusion The CDM/FPM, speed worm, and acceleration cues arc credited with making
high-precision manual approaches possible (Kaiser, 1994; Newman, 1995),
thus they have earned their place in the middle ofthe display. But the question
for this issue is how does thisimpact theother indicators? None of these
compensatory indicators fully replace the traditional indicators. Speed worms
and accelerationcues do not indicate if the airspeed is approachinga
performance limit, and are only useful when the pilot has set a specific speed
to maintain. TheCDM (or vertical component of the FPM) shows flight path
angle, confounding vertical speed with air speed.

The traditional indicators thus cannot be eliminated entirely, but these compact
compensating indicators suggest that the traditional indicators have diminished
importance, which a display may exploit to minimize cluttering effects. For
example, canairspeed now be placed further on the periphery or be made
smaller? The exact phase of flight may alsohave an impact. Once stabilized
on final approach, a simple digital airspeed indicator may beacceptable when
combined witha speed worm, acceleration cue,and some automated approach
monitoring and alerting features.

There arc other compensations that could be provided in future HUDs. For
example, addinga small orange peel to the FPM can make it possible to make
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the pitch ladder less conspicuous without sacrificing attitude awareness.
Unfortunately, theredoes not appear to be any research providing guidance on
how much compensation these indicators provide.

Certification Until research can determine the compensating effects of these indicators (if
Implications any), a conservativeapproach would be to require that all Basic-T indicators be

adequate on their own as to format and location irrespective of thepossibility
ofcompensation from other novel indicators.

Future This issue is really an elaboration ofLA-4, now with the added element that the
Research information in an indicator maybe partially replicated elsewhere on the HUD.

It still comes down to determininga satisfactory location for each source of
information and it requires research for development.

Issue IA-6 Attention Trapping

Certification Determine the degree the displaydesignsufficiently minimizes attention
Need trapping for the intended tasks.

Importance Medium

Findings Among the major benefits of a HUD is that it allows a pilot to read
instrumentation while keeping theOTW view in sight and relatively in focus
(Weintraub & Ensing, 1992). However, earlyexperiments showed that pilots
do not necessarily see the OTW view just because it is in the field of view.
Under certain conditions"attention trapping" (or "cognitive capture") can
occur in which the perception of OTW events is delayed even though they
occur in full view, unobscured by the HUD symbology (Fisher, Haines, &
Price, 1980). This appears to be more likely to occur with regard to events that
the pilot does not expect,such as a runway incursion whileon approach.

The possibilityofattention trapping can be mitigated by three strategies:

1. Eyescanning. Operationalexperts argue that training the pilot to scan
properly can prevent "tunnel vision" on HUD or part of the HUD: e.g., the
FPM and runway symbol (Kaiser, 1994). It appears that eye motion
encourages attention shifting between objects including between those
OTW and ITD. This could be induced in the HUD's design by spatially
separating regularly scanned indicators (Sanford et al., 1993).

2. Symbology conformity. There is some reason to believe that conformal
symbols tend not to induce attention trapping (Boston & Braun, 1996;
McCann and Foyle 1993; McCann, Foyle, & Johnston, 1993; Sanford et
al., 1993). In theory, by viewing the symbology in relation to the OTW
view, some attention to the OTW view is consistently maintained (Martin-
Emerson & Wickens, 1997). However, the capacity of conformity to
mitigate attention trapping may not be entirely consistent. May and
Wickens (1995) found no difference in the capacity ofdetecting OTW
events between a displaywith a conformal pitch ladder and heading
indicatorand a display with a compressed pitch ladderand heading
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indicator (May and Wickens, 1995). Martin-Emerson and Wickens (1997)
likewise found no difference in reaction time to OTW events for their
conformal and non-conformal HUDs. However, both of these studies used
relatively expected OTW events, which may not be particularly susceptible
to the effects of attention capture.

3. Scene-linkedsymbology. Research by NASA suggests that attention
capture is primarily due to differential motion between the OTW and ITD
elements (McCann and Foyle 1994). Conformity per scwill therefore not
eliminate attention trapping asa conformal symbol isnot necessarily
moving with the OTW images (e.g., the pitch ladder frequently appears to
move over the ground asthe aircraft flics along). These researchers have
developed and tested scene-linked symbology (SLS), a type ofconformal
symbology that moves with the OTW view. ITD objects are painted on the
HUD as if they are fixed to the ground, and move past the aircraft as it
flies. SLS has been shown to reduce inattentionto OTW views when
compared to non-conformal symbology (Foyle et al. 1995; McCann and
Foyle 1994).

4. Clutter. It is reasonably possible that clutter ingeneral may encourage
more attention trapping (Boston &Braun, 1996), perhaps by emphasizing
the ITD plane at the expense ofthe deeper OTW view. Martin-Emerson
andWickens (1997) didnot observe a significant difference to reaction
time tounexpected OTW events between a HUD and an HDD. Their HUD
had relatively low clutter while including both conformal and non-
conformal elements.

5. Attention Priorities. It has been speculated thatbyreducing the task of
landing toa simple but demanding (high gain) tracking task, attention
deteriorates forcuesotherthe flight director and FPM. HUD symbology
makes it possible to land an aircraft without almost no reference to the
OTWscene. As a result, attention on the OTW scene is reduced
(Weintraub & Ensing, 1992).

Differential color (McCann & Foyle, 1993) anddifferential focal lengths
(Edgar et al., 1993; Iavecchia, et al,. 1988) for the HUD and OTW have both
been proposed ascontributing to attention trapping. However, it ispossible to
get attention trapping effects when controlling for these factors (McCann &
Foyle, 1993;McCann& Foyle, 1994).

Conclusion There is some evidence that conformalsymbologyreduces attention trapping,
but generally theargument is weakly supported by the research. Oneproblem
is that much follow-up research has employed relatively expected events, while
the research originally detecting attention trapping found it onlyoccurred for
unexpected events(Fischer,Haines, and Price, 1980). It maybe reasonable
that conformal symbology has lessof an effect than non-conformal, but it does
not eliminate the possibility ofattention trapping.
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There is a difference between conformal symbology and SLS. If McCann and
Foyle (1994) are rightanddifferential motion causes attention trapping, then
being conformal alone is not sufficient to prevent attention trapping.
Unfortunately, noonehas tested SLS against non-SLS conformal symbology.
The difference is not merely theoretical. For example, if relative motion
causes attention trapping then the attention trapping effects of won-conformal
symbologycan be minimizedby placing it where there is little relative motion,
namely nearthehorizon or, fornear-ground flight such as landing, up in the
sky. However, this would be ineffective if attention trapping is actually
avoided byestablishing a relation between the OTW and ITD objects through
conformal symbology.

Certification There does notappear to be sufficient consensus howto mitigate attention
Implications trapping in order to provide interim guidelines. The weight of the evidence

suggests that conformity is desirable, but there is no rule of thumb of how
much conformity is necessary. It is important to note that non-conformal
symbology (e.g., compressed heading and pitch indicators) have advantages of
theirown that mayoutweigh the potential for attention trapping.

At thisstage, thebestadvice is thatcertifiers should be vigilant for HUDs with
high clutter of non-conformal symbology, particularly when presented below
thehorizon for approaches and landings. Such a HUD may notonlybe
susceptible to attention trapping (owing to large amounts of relative motion,
non-conformal symbology, andclutter) but it also is more likelyto obscure
important OTW objects (see IA-1).

Future What is required is a more definitive studyof isolating whether attention
Research trapping is promoted by relative motion or lack of relation between symbology

and the OTW view. Once this piece of the puzzle is added, then metric
development can proceed. Given that the attention trapping phenomenon is
most pronounced for unexpected events, such a metric may be limited to a
design evaluationof the HUD symbology or modeling of pilot response rather
than a flight test procedure. Flight test pilots, being aware of the procedure,
would be difficult to surprise.

The effect of induced eye motion on attention trapping remains an intriguing
area of investigation with serious implication on HUD layout.

Issue IA-7 HDD Event Perception

Certification Determine the degree the HUD affects the likelihood of the pilot noticing
Need important events on HDD indications including cautions and warnings.

Importance High

Findings The "magnetic" nature of using a HUD has spurred considerable research on
the capacity ofa HUD to distract the pilot from OTW events (IA-1, LA-6) and
even from events within the HUD itself (LA-2). However, it appears no one
has studied the possibilitythat a HUD may inhibit perceptionof HDD events.
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It is known that ITD events arc perceived faster with a HUD that with an HDD
(Martin-Emerson & Wickens, 1997; Ververs & Wickens, 1998).and this
serves as one of the motivations for installing a HUD in the first place.
However, it is not known if a pilot is less likelyto notice HDDevents when
using a HUD than when not using a HUD. That is, can a HUD disrupt the
normal scan of secondary instruments?

Conclusion Our literature review has not uncovered any publicized incidents of pilots
failing tonotice HDD events. It is possible that this is not really a problem for
HUDs. Thishas implications forthe placement of indicators on the HUD. It
may bea reasonable assumption that leaving an indicator on HDD makes it
less likely to be noticed than if it ison theHUD, but the degree of this effect
needs to be known before engineersconsider placing it on the HUD.

Certification
Implications

Future

Research

Certification
Need

Importance

Findings

At this time, no advice can be given to certifiers.

Perhaps the first question is to establish the degree this isa problem. Asearch
of the ASRS database for all HUD incidents may be done to determine if this
phenomenon exists. Other than this, no other research may benecessary.

If it is a problem, substantial research will be necessary to develop and test a
theory for the design characteristics (ifany) of the HUD that contribute to the
problem. The research for development of metrics for IA-1 and 2 would also
beardirectly on this issue as thesolution may be to move some HDD
indicators to the HUD, perhaps usinga minimally cluttering format.

Issue IA-8 Cautions and Warnings on HUD

Determine that necessary information regarding appropriate warnings and
cautions are shown on the HUD so that they arc quickly acted upon.

High

As with IA-7, this issue hasnot beensubjected to research. It is recommended,
however, that the HUD should generally just repeat master warning/caution
annunciation to direct pilot's attention to the HDD (Newman, 1995). FAA
flight testing found thata Master Caution annunciation on the HUD was
"extremely valuable" incueing the pilot tocheck the HDD (Anderson, 1996).
It is not known if the HDD master caution annunciator was in plain view on
this aircraft when the pilot is usingthe HUD. Specific messages should be
displayed on the HUD only if necessary for safe flight (Newman, 1995).

Conclusion As when usingHDD instruments or when flying visually, it seems sufficient
for a display to get the pilot's attention and then have the pilot look head down
at the appropriate displayfor more information.

An exception would be warnings onproblems that relate directly to aircraft
attitude or control where the appropriate display to resolve the problem is the
PFDor Basic-T. Assuming the HUD has the appropriate indicators in this
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case, it should be assumed that the pilot will tend to use the HUD as a PFD,
and thus the message should appear on the HUD itself. Windshcar, TCAS, and
ground proximity arc perhaps the best examples of this, and indeed, with a
conformal FPM, a HUD may be superior to an HDD PFD for handling these
conditions.

Certification Perhaps the same guidelines that apply to HDDs can be generalized to HUDs,
Implications namely, that the master warning/caution annunciator must be in detectable

view when the pilot is looking at the HUD. This annunciator may be either
HDD (e.g., on the glareshield) or in the HUD to satisfy this guideline. Given
that most HDD master warning/caution annunciators are presumably designed
to be easily noticed when the pilot is looking OTW in VMC flight, it is likely
the HDD annunciator will already be sufficient on most aircraft.

However, certifiers should verify that the annunciator is easy to perceive
during actual use of the HUD and that the HUD hardware, such as the
combiner frame, does not interfere with the view of the annunciator. A HUD
repeater annunciator, which replicates the PFD or master warnings and
cautions on the HUD, may not be required, but it is generally desirable as it
assures quick detection while adding little clutter (given that it is rarely on and
is removable by such means as pilot acknowledgement).

As for specific messages, a reasonable approach is that any message that
appears on the HDD PFD should also appear on the HUD. Also, any message
that can be effectively resolved through the use of the indicators on the HUD
should also be on the HUD.

Future It may be a good idea to test if an HDD master is equally noticeable in VMC
Research when not using a HUD as when using a HUD for certain tasks. This would

test if HUDs tend to especially focus attention away from the HDD. The
question ofwhether the master warning/caution annunciation belongs in a
particular HUD design can be covered under the research on the allocation of
indicators between the HUD and HDD (IA-7).

Other than that, it may be reasonable to assume that noticing cautions and
warnings is not a problem, and this issue can be closed without any further
research.

Issue TD-1 Attribute Guidelines

Certification Determine complianceof the uses of symbology attributes (such as brightness,
Need ghosting, flashing, positioning, boxes, underlining,"—," "XXX") with their

preferred use.

Importance High

Findings Coding can be done using color, size, shade or brightness, weight or boldness,
frequency (dashed, dotted, and ghosted symbols), symbology shape (e.g., font,
pointer appearance), overlaid shapes (underline, ovcrscoring, boxing, circling,
X-ing, strikethrough), adjacent symbols (e.g., asterisks, arrows, icons), motion
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(flashing, shifting/alternating, throbbing, inverting, looming), and position.

Based on a cursory review of HDDs, the following dimensions have relatively
consistent coding across air transports PFDs. These would constitute the
dimensions available for coding for a HUD:

1. Armed vs. engagedsettings, as in autoflight modes. Color and position
coded on the PFD, with typically engaged modes over armed. Color varies
by aircraft.

2. Performance limits (e.g., pitch, speed). Color, shape, and/or frequency
coded on PFD. The use of red and stripes (e.g.. "barber poles") seem to be
most common.

3. Out-of-range ("pegged") values. Position coded,oftendisplayed at
extreme ofan indicator scale.

4. Not applicable or no data (e.g., autoflight mode). Shapecoded,e.g.,
dashes.

5. Warning vs. caution vs. advisory. Color coded and position coded, with
the topand red for warning, and yellow or amber forcaution.

6. Horizontal vs. vertical (as on the PFD). Position coded, horizontal and
speed on the left, and vertical on the right.

7. Mode capture. Typically coded withadjacent symbols or overlaid shapes.

Some recommend that removal of the indicator symbology is sufficient to
indicate a fault in the indicator (Newman, 1995). However, removal of
symbologywas associated with significantly slower reactions to failures than
overlayingX's on the indicator(Liggett & Hartsock, 1993). This lead to the
USAF standard to overlay a box and X on a failed indicator. After pilot
acknowledgement, the faulty indicator is then removed (MILSTD 1996).
Some civil HUDs overlay a boxed alphanumeric annunciator on the indicator
(Flight Dynamics, 1999). The performance difference, if any, between this
convention and the military standard is unknown.

The military standard and other HUDs use both frequency ("ghosting") and
position to indicate out-of-range parameter values. The horizon and the FPM
are ghosted if their positions go out of the HUD's field of view, with the
position indicating the direction towards these indicators in a manner
consistent with that used for HDDs (Flight Dynamics, 1999; MILSTD, 1999).
An out of range commanded airspeed and altitude is shown above the airspeed
and altitude indicators, respectively (Flight Dynamics, 1999; MILSTD 1996), a
convention also seen on some HDDs.

The military standard marks speed limits with adjacent symbols (letters) rather
than a frequency-oriented method used in HDDs and some other HUDs (Flight
Dynamics, 1999; MILSTD 1996; Newman, 1995).
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The position coding of horizontal and vertical information is generallyupheld
in HUDs (Flight Dynamics, 1999; MILSTD 1996; Newman, 1995).

Motion such as flashing is very effective at drawing the pilot's attention, but
tends to be distracting and makes the symbology or message difficult to read.
It is recommended that flashing only be used as a general attention-getter and
that it not have any other dimension coded with it (e.g., warning vs. caution or
indicator failure) (Newman, 1995; Society of Automotive Engineers, 2000).

Color is a favorite code for HDD instruments (e.g., PFDs and NDs), although
beyond cautions vs. warnings and sky vs. ground, there arc sharp differences in
how color is used. Color is not available on current HUDs and, although some
high end HUDs may soon have color, one can expect monochrome HUDs to
be in service for some time to come. The apparent color on a HUD is also
affected by colors of the OTW view in the background, making color an
unreliable coding method for HUDs.

While a clear distinction can be made with electronic HDDs between shade

(e.g., gray versus black lettering) and weight (e.g., normal vs. bold lettering),
the two may be more easily confused on a HUD.

Differential boldness or brightness has been suggested as a means to
distinguishessential and nonessential symbologyin order to reduce the effects
ofclutter (Ververs and Wickens, 1998). This would remove this coding
method from the list of alternatives. Sec IA-1 and IA-2.

Conclusion X's or other overlaysarc the preferred to removal or ghosting an indicator to
show an indicator failure. Assuming the pilot can remove the overlay and
indicator, this is probably worth the clutter temporarily addedby the overlay.

Ghosting is becoming a dc facto convention for representing an out-of-range
indicator, and it appears to be performing well in that capacity.

The best use of flashing probably is purely to capture the attention of the pilot.

The use of alphanumeric symbols ratherthan some othersymbology (e.g.,
stripes) to represent limits is suspect owing to theoccasionally ambiguous
meaning the letters mayhave (e.g., "M" maymean either"Maximum" or
"Minimum"). However, research is needed to investigate this suspicion.

Ingeneral, there isa lack ofbroad criteria toevaluate anarbitrary coding
schemefor cautions, warnings, and performance limits.

Certification Ghosting, flashing, and removal of symbology arc not recommended to
Implications indicate a failed indicator. Overlaying with X's isknown to work well. Other

methods may work equally well. Flashing may be used as anattention getter
as longas it doesnot persist for more thana few seconds.

While there are some defacto HUD conventions andsome HDD conventions
that can and have been extended to HUDs, no guidance can be provided for
handling HUDs that deviate from these conventions if there arcgood reasons
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(e.g., less clutter). There is no research showing the magnitudeof the effects
of such deviations on pilot performance.

Future HUDs are capable of matching theconventions for HDDs for all coding
Research methods exceptcolor. Research should focus on developing a means to

evaluate a monochrome coding conventions for those dimensions thatdepend
on coloron HDDs. Chief among these is the color-coding for cautions and
warnings, which may beextended to the coding of performance limits. This is
probably the most important and consistently used coding on HDD
instruments. This represents a fairly modest research effort.

Automation modes also frequently use color, but not nearly so consistently,
and position alone maybe adequate coding.

Issue TD-2 Sky-Ground Discrimination

Certification Determine adequacy that HUD distinguishes sky from ground in order to
Need recognize unusual attitudes.

Importance Medium High

Findings While traditional HDD attitude indicators use relatively large areas ofcolor
andshade to distinguish skyfrom ground, HUDs are hampered in thisbya
lack or color and a need to minimizeclutter (Weintraub& Ensing, 1992). The
sky and ground can besymbolically distinguished through differences in the
appearance ofthe positive and negative bars on the pitch ladder. Pitch bars can
differ in size, gap size, weight, color (when it becomes available), use of
tapering, useof articulation, use of dashing, tickmark position, or any
combinationof the these (Dudfieldet al., 1995; Newman, 1995;Previc, 1989).

Forperformance purposes, tapering or articulated pitchbars maygo eitheron
the topor bottom, as long as some sortof pitch ladder vertical asymmetry is
employed (Weinstein et al., 1994). However, pilotspreferarticulated rungs on
the bottom rather than on top (Weinstein, et al., 1993), and this has becomea
standard for the USAF (MILSTD, 1996).

The MLL-STD 1787Bstandard symbologywas found to be as good as a
standby HDD for UA recovery (Weinstein, et al.1994). Specifically, pilots
using the military standard recognizedand responded to a UA within 1.5
seconds(SocietyofAutomotive Engineers, 2000). This symbology uses four
differences in positive and negative pitch bars to distinguish sky from ground:
solid vs. dashed lines, articulation vs. straight bars, inside rung tips vs. outside,
and single-sided labeling, which whencombined with horizon pointingticks
can serve as a cue (MILSTD, 1996).

Caution should be employed if articulated pitch ladder rungs arc used. When
combinedwith an uncaged pitch reference (e.g., the FPM),pilots make more
errors in initiating a recovery from unusual attitudes. This is probably due to
false roll axis cues producedby the articulated rungs. (Weinstein et al., 1993;
Newman, 1995).
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Color can be used to indicate negative vs. positive pitch ladder. In laboratory
tests, traditional blue/brown coding works best, but in real world these may be
hard to see against the natural OTW blue and brownbackgrounds (Dudfield et
al., 1995; Newman, 1995).

Zenith and nadir symbols provide additional sky-grounddiscrimination
(MILSTD, 1996, Newman, 1995). However, these will rarely cue transport
pilots because of the HUD's relatively limited field of view. Transports are
veryunlikely to assume an attitude that wouldbringthesesymbols into sight
even in the most severe upset. Thus, while useful, zenith and nadir symbols
cannot be relied on alone.

There are additional means of providing pitch information in a more compact
and holistic way than a pitch ladder. These include le boule, the orange peel
(see Figure 4, Page 19),grapefruit (a big orange peel), and the theta ball
(Newman, 1995;Previc, 1989,Ercoline & Cohen, personal communication).

Conclusion The pitch ladderhas the fundamental problemthat pilotmust distinguish sky
and ground bypicking off fine attributes of symbology thatare likely to be
moving. It is very similar to the problem of trying to read the numbers from a
moving tape indicator. As a result, the military's experience suggests that
several differences in the positive and negative pitch ladder rungs are necessary
for a HUD to match a HDD for sky-ground recognition.

Alternative means of providing pitch information, suchas the orange peel,do
not have the problems of pitch ladders. However, unlike the pitch ladder, they
have the disadvantage of beingnon-conformal even at normal attitudes, and
this has advantages (see IA-1 and IA-6).
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Certification Based on the research to date, the following guideline is recommended.

mp tea ions HUD ^^ sym|j0i0gy should be displayed such that the following are true:
1. Sky and ground are clearly differentiable under all conditions including

those involving rapid changes in pitch or roll. This can beaccomplish
through either of the following:

1.1. The negative and positive pitch ladder rungs arc differentiated on
multiple dimensions. The negative sign for the negative pitch labels
does not qualify as a difference.

1.2. The HUD provides a clear, graphic indication of thegeneral direction
and extremity of the pitch that is readable during upsets, unusual
attitudes, and all rapid maneuvers (e.g., an orangepeel).

2. Articulated ladder rungs should only be used with a caged FPM or CDM.

3. Clearly differentiable nadir and zenith symbols should be used.

In order to minimize clutter, the HUD may be programmed to automatically
alter the pitch indicator to comply with this guideline when the aircraft enters
an unusual attitude.

Ultimately, actual pilot performance should be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of sky-ground discrimination. Latency ofcontrol input and
percent ofcorrect initial control inputs can be used as metrics ofdisplay
performance. SecTD-5.

Currently, researchers arc comparing alternative pitch indicators for
effectiveness in maintaining flight path and recovering from unusual attitudes
(Cohen & Ercoline, personal communication).

The interim guidelineofsimply recommending "multiple" differences between
positive and negative pitch bars is rather crude and fails to take into account
that some differences arc more compelling than others. Research is needed to
arriveat a more precise measure. Sincea metric only has to predict the
discriminationofsky from ground, there is currentlysufficient knowledge to
develop a metric for this.

While a metric fordesign evaluation may behelpful fordesigners, forcertifiers
flight testing inthis case provides a more direct indication of the effectiveness
of thesymbology. Using methodology similar to that used byCohen and
Ercoline (see TD-5), testers candetermine if theHUD allows detection of, and
effective recovery from, usual attitudes.

Issue TD-3 Instrument Format

Certification Determine appropriateness and adequacy ofinstrument format (tape, pointer,
Need drum, counter) implementation where any important losses associated with the

format are sufficientlycompensated by some means.

Future

Research
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Importance High

Findings For altitude and airspeed, three formats have made their way onto HUDs: fixed
pointer linear tapes, round-dial pointers combined with digital counters
("counter-pointer"), and digital counters. In most studies, counter-pointers
performed as good or better than tapes. Counter-pointers were associated with
better speed and altitude maintenance and higher ratings by pilots than tapes or
purely digital indicators (Ercoline &Gillingham, 1990; Weinstein et al. 1993;
Weinstein et al. 1994). While pilot-evaluators gave acceptable ratings to
counter-pointers for both airspeed and altitude, they gave lower ratings for
altitude tapes, apparently due to difficulty indetecting slow deviations from a
target altitude. Speed tapes were rated equal to orabove speed counter-pointer
(Anderson, French, Newman, & Phillips, 1995)

In principle, the tape altitude and airspeed indicator has the following
advantages over the counter-pointer:

1. The absolute difference between current values and reference values are
easier to see, owing to the labeling of the tick marks.

2. A finer division of values and greater display gain is possible within the
same display area for a given range of values

3. Position of current value relative to reference values is unambiguous.

The last pointpertains to the fact that for counter pointers, whenthe reference
value is near the oppositeside of the dial, it may be moredifficult to determine
if the current value is above or below the reference value. It is not known if
there have been any actual incidents ofconfusion of this sort. Current HUD
designsonlyshow the reference value when it is less than a semicircle away
from the current value (i.e., 40 knots or less for airspeed and 400 ft or less for
altitude). Thus, pilots can use the rule that the reference value is always "the
short way around" from the current value (MILSTD, 1996). The alleged effect
could also be mitigated by a means ofdrawing a connection between the
current value and the proper direction towards the reference value (clockwise
or counterclockwise), although at the cost of more clutter.

The counter-pointer, meanwhile, has the following general advantages over
tape (Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Newman, 1995; MILSTD 1996; Weintraub &
Ensing, 1992):

1. Easier to read at a glance because the numbersarc not slewing and the
needle orientation provides an approximation of the current value

2. Provides unambiguous trend information that is analogous to ordinary
HDD round dials (e.g., with a tape altimeter, downward motion on the
indicator means the aircraft is ascending).

3. Easier todistinguish rate and direction of trend during extremely rapid
changes.
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The counter-pointer also have the following advantages whenspecifically used
on a HUD:

4. Less clutterand space on thedisplay, reducing the chance of obscuring the
OTW view.

5. Docs not give misleadingattitude cues (i.e., the preponderance of vertical
and horizontal lines in tapescan act as pseudo-pitch ladder rungsor
horizons; opposite motion of the tapes can generate the impression ofa roll
occurring).

6. Motion of the indicator is not counteracted by the apparent motion of
terrain.

This last advantage may have been responsible for the superior altitude
maintenance observed with counter-pointers. The apparent ground motion
from changes in pitch associated with altitude changes can become
synchronized with the slewing of the altitude tape, masking the tape's motion.
This is probablya real effect whose consequences have been observed in flight
tests of actual aircraft (Anderson, et al., 1995). However, it should be pointed
out that the experiments of Ercoline & Gillingham, (1990) Weinstein et al.
(1993), and Weinstein et al. (1994) may have unrealistically exaggerated this
effect due to the particular terrain texturing they used in their simulators
(Ercoline, personal communication).

The effects of tapes providing misleading attitude cues is most critical during
unusual attitudes. This effect can therefore be mitigated by an automatic
dccluttering mechanism (Newman, 1995) that replaces the tapes with simple
counters during unusual attitudes. A similar dccluttered mode can be made
available to pilots for VMC when an unobscured outside scan is most needed
(Flight Dynamics, 1999).

The rate information provided by an analogue display such as a pointer or tape
is important to pilots. Pure counter displays may be used in certain dccluttered
modes such as for VFR flight, but arc not recommended for standard use
(Newman, 1995). This is also true for vertical speed indicators. Compared to
a counter display, vertical speed tracking is superior with an analogue vertical
speed indicator, especially if it is in close proximity to altimeter (e.g., as found
with MILSTD vertical velocity arc). Pilots prefer that a counter still be
displayed combined with the analog indicator (Weinstein et al., 1993;
Weinstein, et al., 1994).

Conclusion It is apparent that counter-pointers are as goodor better than tapes, although it
appears possible to make a tape that out-performs the counter-pointer for
certain tasks (e.g., speed maintenance). In general, analog indicators have
importantperformanceadvantagesover simple counters although counters
alone maybe appropriate for situations when the absolute minimal clutter is
necessary.
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Some of the advantages of counter-pointer over tapes apply as much to HDDs
as HUDs. Otheradvantages peculiar to HUDs may be mitigated or
exaggerated. To the degree that tapes have become acceptable for HDDs, one
may regard them as adequate for HUDs even though counter-pointers may
represent a better overall engineering compromise.

Certification To the degree that tapes are considered to be adequate for certification,
Implications research indicates that counter-pointers should also be regarded as acceptable,

and this issue may be considered closed with theconclusion thateither counter
pointer or tapes are acceptable if properly implemented.

Proper implementation implies the same guidelines that apply toanyimportant
indicator (e.g., thatvalues arcclearly readable, that the scale be linear, that
orderand motion are compatible with pilot expectations). Displays of any
format should haveevenly spaced tick marks, although theycan be verysmall,
being just detectable.

Whenevaluating tapeairspeed andaltitude indicators, certifiers should
specificallycheck for the following:

1. Carefully flight check thecapacity of the pilot to maintain an altitude in
VMC conditions.

2. Check for misleading attitudecues when the aircraft is in unusual attitudes.
Recommend automatic removal of these cues from the tapes when entering
unusual attitudes if such cues arc problematic.

3. Evaluate for tendency to obscure important OTW objects when in VMC.
Recommend a dccluttered (counter only) VMC mode be made available to
the pilot, if clutter is a problem.

When evaluating a counter-pointer airspeed and altitude indicators,certifiers
should specifically check for the following:

1. Tick marks arc at round values in intuitive or expected units so that
labeling is not necessary. Recommend sparse labeling if units are
nonintuitive for some pilots.

2. The relative positions of the current values to commanded and reference
values are always unambiguous.

A digital-only format for Basic-T indicators and vertical speed may be allowed
for a decluttered mode, but the pilot should always have the means to quickly
bringup analogue indicators when needed (e.g., using a switch on the control
column).

Future No further research is necessary to determine if tapes or counter-pointers are
Research adequate for use on a HUD. No metric is necessary. Another question

concerns the mixing of formats between the HUD and the HDD. This question
is addressed by DD-4.
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Issue TD-4 Limits and Target Values

Certification Determine if the display adequately indicates and distinguishes commanded
Need values and limits in altitude and speed displays.

Importance High

Findings The military standard uses unlabeled carets for commanded values on both the
airspeed and altitude indicators. Reference values arc shown with the same
caret combined with a single letter label (e.g., G for gear retract speed)
(MILSTD, 1996). HUDs using fixed-pointer tape indicators show limits with
striped bands in a manner analogous to that seen on electronic HDD PFDs
(Flight Dynamics, 1999).

Conclusion There does not appear to be any research on HUDs regarding symbology that
would best distinguish target values and limits. There is also apparently no
research on the actual symbology of reference speed markers. Most HUDs
show a reference speed as a symmetrical symbol, similar to the mechanical
bugs on non-electronic instruments. For certain indicator formats (e.g., the
military-style counter pointer), it may be ambiguous from a momentary glance
whether the aircraft is converging on or diverging from the reference value.
For certain reference speeds, such as stall speed, the "right" side of the
reference value is not necessarily clear.

It would seem reasonable that the same guidelines that have been applied to
electro-mechanical and electronic HDDs be also applied to HUDs, with the
absence ofcolor being the only real difference. For HDD indicators, the right
and wrong sides arc indicated by coding a range of values with color or pattern.
A similar thing could be done with HUDs or, in order to minimize clutter,
simple symbol asymmetry could be employed to the same effect. The value of
these remains untested for the present. See TD-1.

Certification
Implications

Future

Research

Certifiers may apply the same guidelines for HDDs to HUDs when evaluating
the HUD. If a limit or value must be displayed on the PFD HDD, then the
same should be displayed on the HUD in a manner analogous to that used
successfully for HDDs (excepting for the use ofcolor). The HUD
representation may be more compact than the original HDD version in the
interest of minimizing clutter (see IA-1). In general, commanded values and
out-of-limit ranges of values for an indicator must be readably identifiable and
distinguishable.

See also TD-3 for recommendations regarding the display of reference values
on counter- pointers.

See TD-1

Issue TD-5 Unusual Attitude Recovery
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Certification Determine if the HUD clearly and directly represents extreme attitudes
Need (possibly through declutteringmechanisms).

Importance Medium

Findings Military experience has found that improperly designed HUDs appear to be
associated with disorientation during extreme attitudes that can hamper
recovery to a normal attitude (Chandra & Weintraub, 1993; Taylor, 1990).
Among the reasons given for HUDs contributing to spatial disorientation are
the following(Iavecchia,et al., 1988;Newman, 1995;Taylor, 1990):

1. The use ofcompensatory rather than pursuit displays.

2. Confusion over fly-to versus fly-from formats.

3. Failure to use frequency separated displays (rather than inside-out or
outside-in).

4. Indicator format, with some blaming the use of round-pointer dials (Taylor,
1990) and others blaming the use of tapes (Newman, 1995).

5. Incompatibility with the HDD (e.g., between track-up HSI and heading-up
HUD).

6. The use ofair mass rather than inertial FPMs when on approach (Taylor,
1990). On the other hand, an air mass FPM provides more aerodynamic
information than an inertial FPM, which is very useful in unusual attitudes
(Newman, 1995).

7. Attention trapping.

8. Simulation ofan electro-mechanical attitude indicator's precession at
zenith and nadir.

9. Pilots treating the FPM as a pitch marker rather than a performance
indicator.

10. Differences in accommodation between the HUD and the OTW view.

11. Clutter and the excessive concentration of information.

Perhaps the biggest factor thatprevents a HUD from performing as well as a
traditional HDD attitude indicator in recovery from unusual attitudes is the
relatively truncated pitch scale it displays. While a HDD "eight ball" attitude
indicator displays at least 40degrees ofpitch scale, the limited field of view of
a HUD restricts a conformal pitch ladder to only 30degrees or less. Thus, only
a small part ofthe scale isvisible atonce, and itmay slew by too quickly for
the pilot torecognize the direction ofpitch (Newman, 1995; Weintraub &
Ensing, 1992).

Whatever way the HUD contributes toa failure to recover from unusual
attitudes (UA), the most direct method tomitigate the effects is to simply train
pilots touse HDD indicators in the event that they ever encounter a UA
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(Lyddane, personal communication). The HUD, in that case, only needs to
adequately alert the pilot of a UA (sec TD-2).

There are advantages to using the HUD for UA recovery however. Going head
down requires that the pilot re-accommodate and re-orient to the HDD
indicators, delaying recovery action. In a military aircraft, the pilot may have
to call up the HDD attitude on a multifunction display with a stick or yoke
switch, further delaying recovery and introducing the possibility of a switching
error.

Efforts to make a HUD adequate for UA recovery have focused on enhancing
or augmenting the attitude information the HUD provides. Slight pitch scale
compression (1.5:1 to 2:1) improves tracking performance and UA recovery,
but landing, takeoff, and terrain avoidance arc better with conformal scale
(Haworth & Newman, 1993). Thus, some HUDs are designed with variable
pitch compression with conformal pitch ladder rungs near the horizon (for
normal flight) and compressed rungs at extreme pitches (Flight Dynamics,
1999; MILSTD, 1996; Newman, 1995).

Other efforts have focused on indicating the direction of pitch motion relative
to the horizon. Frequently, the tips of the pitch ladder rungs arc turned to point
to the horizon (Flight Dynamics, 1999; MILSTD, 1996; Newman, 1995), and
this has proven to be very effective for most situations (Chandra & Weintraub,
1993). When in extreme negative pitch, transport pilots can recover quickly by
rolling until the tips point up (relative to the pilot's head) and then pulling up.
For extreme positive pitch, the transport pilot pitches down in the direction of
the tips and then rolls level to complete the recovery {Aero, 1998).

Anything on the ladder rungs, however, may be too difficult to use for certain
dynamics such as spins (Chandra & Weintraub, 1993). Thus, other UA
recovery cues have been proposed which can be automatically displayed when
the aircraft enters a UA. Among these are (Chandra & Weintraub, 1993;
Newman, 1995; Weinstein et al., 1993; Weinstein, et al,. 1994):

1. Horizon or zenith pointing devices on the CDM/FPM, such as ghost
horizons (see TD-1) and Augie Arrow (see Figure 5).

2. Compact, holistic attitude indicators, such as the orange peel (see Figure 4,
Page 19).

Along with presenting UA recovery cues, the HUD can also automatically
declutter the display, addressing another potential factor in the inhibition of
effective UA recovery (Newman, 1995; Society of Automotive Engineers,
2000). Ratings by pilot-evaluators suggest that this is helpful (Anderson et al.,
1995; Anderson, 1996). When a UA is encountered, one transport HUD
replaces the ordinary conformal pitch ladder with a large "theta ball," i.e., a
wireframe version of the traditional HDD attitude indicator (Proctor, 1999).

Properly implemented, a pilot can perform UA recoveries equally well with a
HUD as with a standby head-down attitude indicator (Fullmer, personal
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communication; Weinstein, 1994). Specifically, pilots using the military
standard HUD recognized and responded to an UA within 1.5 seconds and
their initial inputs were correct over 90% of the time (Society of Automotive
Engineers, 2000). The military standard achieves this through the use of pitch
ladder compression, horizon-pointing tips on the rungs, articulated rungs (for
negative pitch only) and a ghost horizon (MILSTD, 1996).

1

-30*'

Figure 5. Hypothetical Application of an Augie Arrow to a Civil-Styled FPM.

The arrow points towards either the horizon or zenith depending on the design. The
symbology indicates that this aircraft is inverted.

Conclusion With a HUD providing adequate orientation cues and dccluttcring, a pilot can
use a HUD to effectively recover from a UA. Other factors that have been
suggested to contribute to disorientationwhen using a HUD while in UA have
not been addressed by research.

Certification If a HUD is intended or expected to be used to recover from UA, then research
Implications suggests that the HUD should have the following:

1. Symbology that provides clear and obviouscues to general orientation in all
possibleattitudes and upsets at all times. Horizon-pointing tips on the pitch
ladder alone are not sufficient. However, more than one form ofsymbology
may be employedto satisfy this guideline. For example, horizon-pointing
tips on the pitch ladder rungs maybe presented at all timeswhilean Augie
Arrow or a ghosthorizon maybe presented during a UA whenthe pitch
ladder may not be sufficiently readable.

2. The form ofthis symbologymust be compatiblewith the UA recovery
response expected ofthe pilot for all possible UA's.

3. If a pitchladderis the primary source of pitch valueto the pilot, then the
pitch ladder should have compression at extreme attitudes of a least 1.5:1
for large (about 20 degree vertical or more) field-of-vicw (FOV) HUDs.
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Future

Research

Issue

Certification
Need

Greater compression is needed for smaller HUD FOVs.

4. The display should automatically declutter in the event of a UA. No more
than the Basic-T and symbology necessary to effect UA recovery should be
displayed. It is acceptable that the HUD software also automatically remove
or simplify elements of the Basic T other than altitude (e.g., heading).

5. There should be no simulation of the precession at zenith and nadir that is
necessary on electro-mechanical attitude displays.

It is assumed that pilots will receive training for using the HUD for UA
recovery.

While the above guidelines may be useful for designers to develop a HUD that
allows effective UA recovery, for certification purposes flight testing in a
simulator provides a more direct evaluation. Following a procedure from
military experiments (Ercoline, personal communication) and experience
(Fullmer, personal communication; Society of Automotive Engineers, 2000), a
test pilot is exposed to various unusual attitudes. Latency and correctness of
response is measured. Latency of initial control input should be 1.5 seconds or
less and the input should be correct at least 90% of the time (Society of
Automotive Engineers, 2000).

Sec TD-3 for more on decluttering in the event ofa UA for HUDs that use tape
indicators.

See TD-2 for additional certification implications that apply to both HUDs that
are and arc not used for UA recovery.

The advent of such devices as Augie Arrow may have effectively solved this
problem for UA and no further research is necessary. If one wanted a metric to
compare different designs, one could try using the display gain of the pitch and
roll indicator for orientation towards horizon or sky. This metric could be
validated in an experiment measuring reaction time and error rate (or number of
control reversals) for the initial control column input in response to an unusual
attitude. However, rather than deriving a metric from design characteristics, it
may prove to be more reliable to simply use flight tests to compare competing
designs.

It may still be worth investigatingthe suggested factors 1 through 11 on Page 34
to see if they can also contribute to disorientation, perhaps in non-UA
conditions. For both design and training purposes, it may also be of interest to
determine underwhatsorts of displays or conditions pilots can more effectively
recovery from UA by switching to HDDs.

DD-1 Internal Consistency

Determine consistency in the use of coding(shape, size, position)and attributesueierminc consistency in me use ui cuuiug vMiupi;, m^c, puauiuu/ am

to provide information separation, discrimination, and categorization

Importance High
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Findings While the importance ofconsistency is known (e.g., Society ofAutomotive
Engineers, 2000), there does not appear tobeany research onconsistency in
HUD codings, nor is there apparently research on formal methods todetermine
inconsistency or the amount of inconsistency humans can tolerate.

Conclusion Conventional wisdom is that any inconsistency is undesirableand unnecessary
and should thus be eliminated. This, however, does not address situations when
inconsistency may be necessary. There may even be human factors reasons for
an inconsistency, where in making a HUD indicator consistent with closely
related control, it becomes inconsistent with other HUD indicators. It would
seem reasonable that under certain situations a pilot can tolerate such an
inconsistency within a HUD if the inconsistency is between two very separate
functions. The literature, however, does not provide guidance on how to make
this judgment.

Given the lack of research on consistencyofcodings in HUDs, the following
are recommendations concerning the general subjectiveevaluation of internal
consistency:

1. The evaluation for internal consistency begins with a review of the
manufacturer's stated coding scheme. Any of the followingwithin the
coding scheme are causes for concern andcandidates for redesign.

1.1. The same meaning with two different codeson two different indicators.
This is the less serious form of inconsistency. The seriousness
increases with (a) an increasing relatcdness or similarity of the two
indicators, and (b) a decreasing similarity in the two codes.

1.2. The same code having two different meanings on two different
indicators. This is the more serious form of inconsistency. The
seriousness increases with (a) an increasing relatedness or similarity of
the two indicators, and (b) a decreasing similarity in the two meanings.

Certification
Implications

2.

3.

After evaluating the codingscheme, the actual display implementation is
evaluated for compliancewith the manufacturer's stated coding scheme.
Any deviations from the codingschemeare candidates for redesign.

Finally, the rationale and compensation for each inconsistency are
evaluated. An inconsistency may be necessaryor even desirable for various
reasons (e.g., in orderto maintain external consistency with another closely
related display or control). The benefits of having the inconsistency mustbe
weighed against theseriousness of the inconsistency. An inconsistency can
be compensated bysuchmeans as usinglabeling and redundant coding.

It is assumed that the pilotwill be educated on thecodingscheme used by the
HUD.

Future There is a basic lack of research in human factors on how to measure

Research inconsistencyand how much inconsistency humans can tolerate before
performance deteriorates. Answering this question requires formal definition,
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theory building, and metricdevelopment regarding inconsistency. This can be
somewhat simplified by limiting the studyto design variations present on
contemporary HUDs.

Once one has a validated measure of inconsistency, one can conduct
experiments on the performance impact of various levels of inconsistency in
order to determine the level of inconsistency that is associated with an
operationally significant decrement in performance. The entire program is
likely to require long-term in-depth research.

Issue DD-2 Basic T

Certification Determine significance and acceptability ofcertain deviations from the Basic-T
Need layout, allowing for certain deviations if offset by certain gains.

Importance High

Findings Apparently, no one has conductedexperiments to evaluate the actual impact of
moving the heading indicator to the top of the HUD, although it is fairly
common practice going back to some of the earliest HUDs (MILSTD, 1996;
Newman, 1995).

The primary rationale behind relocating the heading indicator to the top is that it
leaves the lower portion of the display relatively unobscured, providing a clear
view of the ground where hazards or targets (e.g., terrain, runways, incursions)
are more likely. There is also reason to believe that attention trapping is more
likely if the HUD displays the heading indicator overlaying the ground as Basic
T would require (Sanford, et al., 1993; Foyle et al., 1995).

When the heading indicator is placed above the artificial horizon, the bank
indicator tends to be placed below, where its behavior is more compatible (e.g.,
a bank to the right corresponds to the pointer moving to the right). The bank
indicator is frequently a simpler and lesscluttering indicator than the heading
indicator, making the former an obviouschoice for this spaceon the HUD.

Extensive militaryexperience using a number of different HUDs plus flight
testing of civil HUDssuggests that having the headingon top presentsno
consistency problems (Anderson et al., 1995,1996; MILSTD, 1996; Newman,
1995).

There is some evidence that rotorwing craft would benefit from swapping the
positions ofspeed and altitude inaneffort toseek better control display
compatibility (Newman, personal communication). But so far no civil HUDs
have been designed in this manner.

Conclusion In limiting the issue tojust the vertical position of the heading indicator, the key
research question is todetermine the performance cost ofa pilot re-acquiring
the heading information when switching to HDD. Although there isnoresearch
on this, it would seem unlikely thata pilot would confuse the attitude indicator
for a heading indicator given that they appear sodifferent. Therefore, the most
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likely performance cost would be adelay on the order ofa fraction ofasecond
in acquiring the heading information. This does not sound like an excessive
cost given the advantages ofa top-placed heading indicator on the HUD. Flight
experience implies that this indicator placement is not aproblem, and perhaps
on this basis alone, this issue may be closed.

The same cannot be said for any other deviations in the Basic T (e.g., swapping
airspeed and altitude, where the potential for confusing one indicator for the
other is greater). Certainly, ifa rotorcraft HUD or helmet-mounted display
were to show altitude on the leftandairspeed on the right, then a similar
arrangement for the HDD would seem to be necessary. However, it is unlikely
that any manufacturer would propose such a deviation for a fixed-wing
transport, and this question is perhaps beyond the scope ofthis project.

Certification As an interim guideline, positioning the heading indicator over the attitude
Implications indicator is acceptable on a HUD. Any other deviation from the HDD

arrangement of theBasic-T is notacceptable.

Future Itwould bea fairly straightforward test todetermine the effects of transitioning
Research between alternative heading indicator positions. This will not produce a metric

per se, but it will provide a simple yes-no answer whether locating the heading
indicator above the attitude display hasanyoperational significance. Given that
extensive flight experience suggests that it does not, one may chose to forego
even this modest study. See also DD-4.

Issue DD-3 Caution-Warning Discrimination

Certification Determine ifcautions displayed in the HUD arc distinguishable from warnings.
Need

Importance Medium Low

Findings While flight testing suggests there areadvantages to repeating the master
caution/warning display on the HUD (Anderson, 1996; Newman, 1995),
apparently many HUD installations do not provide such annunciations, limiting
warningmessages to just those specific to the HUD itself (FlightDynamics,
1999; MILSTD, 1996; see IA-8). For HUDs with caution/warning annunciator
repeater, no research has been conductedon the importanceor means of
distinguishing cautions from warnings.

Conclusion Research is lacking in this area. With regard to the HUD master
caution/warning repeater, it would seem reasonable that the word "Caution"
and "Warning" are themselvessufficient to distinguish cautions from warnings
and that no additional coding is necessary. However:

1. The HDD master annunciator uses color coding, evidently with important
attention-drawing effect, and thus an analogousnon-verbal technique is
called for in the HUD.

2. A coding scheme is still necessary for messages that do not contain the
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Certification
Implications

Future

Research

words "Caution" and "Warning" (e.g., "Windshear"), and internal
consistency requires that such a scheme be applied to the master repeater
too.

Oneapproach is to catalogue the techniques that have been shown to result in
identification reaction times as fast as can be achieved with color. However,
this would not allow evaluation of techniques that have not been invented yet.
As with TD-1 (sec Page24) there is a need to develop criteria or guidelines for
evaluating a convention thatdistinguishes cautions from warnings in a
monochrome display. This issue wouldthus be subsumed underTD-1 as any
criteria developed shall be tested for discrimination.

If a HUD displays cautions andwarnings, then some means should be employed
to help the pilot clearly and immediately distinguish among warnings, cautions,
and advisories. The codings should be readily distinguishable when viewed in
isolation and should indicate increasingseriousness from advisory through
caution to warning. This could bedone through increasing the number, size, or
weight ofa feature of the annunciator.

Finally, the code for warning and caution and the position of theannunciator
must be such that the pilotperceives it immediately. However, the use of
flashing should beavoided to distinguish warnings from cautions forthis
annunciator unless other means are not effective in drawing the pilot's
immediate attention (See TD-1, Page 24).

See TD-1

Issue DD-4 External Consistency with PFD

Certification Determine adequacy ofconsistency between formats ofHUD and PFD for flight
Need indications and for rapid adjustment by thepilot when transitioning between the

two under a worse case scenario.

Importance High

Findings As a general human factors principle, it isdesirable to seek stimulus-stimulus
compatibility among related displays (Kantowitz &Sorkin, 1983; Woodson,
1992). This does not mean that two displays must necessarily beidentical, but
only that their behavior must not contradict each other. For example, if round
dial pointer displays are used for altitude on both the HUD and the HDD, then,
ifone shows increasing altitude in a clockwise direction, the other must as well.
Unfortunately, beyond this general principle, there does not appear tobeany
systematic research on mixed format types.

It has been recommendedthat both HUD and HDD display essentiallythe same
information, but it isdeemed acceptable, when there isadequate justification
and subsequent pilot evaluation, for the form ofthe information to be different
(Society ofAutomotive Engineers, 2000). The HDD may differ from the HUD
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in compression, format, and display modes. Many successful implementations
have mixed round dial with tapes between the HUD and the HDD. Flight tests
indicate that pilots do not have a problem switching from the FPM/CDM
referenced HUD to a pitch-marker/attitude referenced HDD. Use of the FPM
on the HUD should not lead to problems if the pilot mistakenly uses the same
techniques for flying by reference to the pitch markeron the HDD. It is not
necessary for HDD and HUD indicator formats to match (Newman, 1995).

Conclusion The conventional wisdom that the displays can be different as long as they do
not contradict is hard to refute but somewhat difficult to interpret in practice.
Based on flight experience, it would seem acceptable to mix a fixed-pointer
tape indicator with a round-dialmoving pointer indicator for the same
parameter. There may even be advantages to mixing the two formats in the
same cockpit as each may be more suitable for certain tasks or pilots, and
supplyingboth simultaneously gives the pilot some degree ofchoice.

However, there are other combinations of formats that could be interpreted as
violations of the stimulus-stimulus compatibility principle. An example is
combining an HDD fixed pointer moving tape indicator with a HUD moving
pointer fixed scale indicator. As the parameter value increases, the pilot is
confronted with downward motion in the HDD and an upward motion in the
HUD. It is not known how pilots will react to this.

Certification Based on experience with prior HUDs, it is not required that the HUD and HDD
Implications match on indicator formation. It is acceptable to combine a round-dial with a

tape. However, certain combinations which may present contradictory behavior
should be carefully flight tested. This includes combining of fixed pointer tapes
with moving pointer linear scales, and combining moving card round dial with
moving pointer round dial.

Future Research should focus on determining the difficulties a pilot can experience
Research when transitioning between the basic indicator formats. It is entirely possible

that there arc no serious problems when making such transitions. A relatively
modest study could determine this and perhaps obviate the need to develop a
metric.

Issue DD-5 External Consistency with Cautions and Warnings

Certification Determine sufficiency of similarity between HDD cautions and warnings and
Need those on the HUD.

Importance High

Findings There has apparently been no research specifically studying consistency
between the display ofalerts such as cautions and warnings on HUDs and on
HDDs.

In a brief review ofcockpit caution and warning annunciators, cautions and
warningsare distinguishedprimarilyby color, which most HUDs are not
capable of producing and would not be adequate in any case because the
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Conclusion

Certification
Implications

Future

Research

underlying OTW view can change the apparent color of a HUD symbol (Society
of Automotive Engineers, 2000). The only other coding that is occasionally
used is by position with warnings shown above cautions.

See DD-3 for other relevant general findings regarding alerts on HUDs.

Like DD-4, general human factors guidance suggests that the design goal is that
the HDD alert attributes must not contradict the HUD alert attributes. For

example, if underlining is used for cautions while bold is used for warnings on
the HDD, then the HUD must not use the opposite. This leaves open the
possibility of the HUD using an entirely different coding scheme (as may be
necessary given that HUDs are generally monochromatic). This is an
inconsistency ofsorts although it is generallyconsidered minor, one that may
lead to an additional training burden but usually not operational confusion (sec
DD-1).

The analysis ofTD-1 proposes that criteria be developed to evaluate
monochromatic conventions be developed for warnings and cautions. If this is
done, then the import of DD-5 is that the proposed criteria must consider
potential contradictions the coding scheme used for HDDs. Given that the only
common non-color HDD code is relative position, this should be easy to
accomplish.

While it is desirable for both HDD and HUD alerts to use the same coding
scheme, general human factors practice suggests that it is acceptable for HUD
alerts to use a different coding scheme than HDD alerts as long as they do not
contradict each other. If HUD alerts are coded using the same dimensions as
the HDD alerts (e.g., both code by relative position), then the HUD must use the
same coding scheme (e.g., if the HDD displays warnings above cautions, then
the HUD must also).

See TD-1

Issue PS-1 Effects of Strain on Performance

Certification Evaluate characteristics of the HUD to determine if the physiological strain of
Need using a HUD disrupts performance for the intended use.

Importance Medium

Findings The potential exists for HUDs to cause more physiological strain than
comparable HDDs, where such strain may be manifestby general fatigue, eye
fatigue (eyestrain),difficulty focusing, or skeletal-muscular tension.
Conceivably, thesesymptoms mayresult from the usual or unnatural optical
qualities associated withcollimation and superimposition of images.

Therehas apparently not beenanysystematic research on the effects of strain
from using a HUD although there areanecdotes of pilots experiencing eyestrain
from extended HUD sessions in the simulator. There is some evidence that the
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shift of attention from the HUD to the OTW view requires a change of focus
despite the use of collimated displays (Edgar et al., 1993), which could
contribute to strain. However, one would not expect it to be any greater than
that experienced by a pilot who is shifting attention between an HDD and the
OTW view in an non-HUD-equipped aircraft.

Inpractice, pilotsvoluntarily use HUDs in VMC conditions when it is not
necessary for visibilitypurposes (Kaiser 1994). This would not occur if
physiological strain were pronounced. However, continued HUD use during
long-range operations has not been investigated.

Conclusion The strain effects of HUDs remain a possibility, although currently they are
unsubstantiated.

Certification The strain effectsofHUDsare unknown. In test flights, evaluators should use
Implications HUDs for theexpected duration of use in order to evaluate anystraineffects.

Future To start with, one should first survey pilots on their subjective strain. If more
Research strain is reported for using the HUD than the HDD, then further research is

needed to determine the source of strain (e.g., optical distortions, focusing
difficulties, eye box restrictions). This could ultimately result in a complex
long-term study.

Issue PS-2 Minimal Optical Quality

Certification
Need

Importance

Findings

Conclusion

Certification
Implications

Future

Research

Determine adequacy ofoptical quality in order to prevent excessive fatigue and
eyestrain.

Medium

There are apparently no published papers on HUD optical quality and eye
fatigue or strain. As stated with PS-1, no strain or fatigue effects associated
with using HUDs have been documented so far. This, however, does not mean
that a manufacturer seeking to produce a low-end HUD cannot make one whose
optical quality has strain or fatigue effects. It is hypothesized that collimation
imperfections could lead to errors in distance estimates to OTW targets
(Weintraub & Ensing, 1992).

Published sources do not provide any guidance on the optical quality necessary
to prevent strain and fatigue, or even what physical dimensions or
characteristics ofHUD optics are related to strain or fatigue. This issue is
closely related to PS-1 and could be treated jointly with it.

See PS-1.

It is necessary to interview HUD optical engineers to see how they addressed
this issue. Such engineers, along with vision experts, would provide the
backgroundnecessary to know what HUD physical characteristics might induce
fatigue or strain. These physical characteristics could thenbe manipulated
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experimentally to determine the levels that produce unacceptable fatigue or
strain. This would become part of the research program used toaddress PS-1.

Issue PS-3 Cockpit Head Motion Volume (CHMV)

Certification
Need

Importance

Findings

Determine adequacy ofsize ofcockpit head motion volume in order to prevent
flight indications on the periphery from going out of view with normal head
movement.

High

Based on experience developing HUDs for the military, Newman (1995)
recommends a4x4x2 inch (LxWxH) rectangular volume for transports to allow
for reasonable head motion. Given that a warplanc's canopy frequently restricts
head motion substantially, it is possible that a larger space is needed for
transports to accommodate normal head motion. The Society of Automotive
Engineers recommends aslightly smaller 4x3x2 inch volume based on
operational air transport experience (Society ofAutomotive Engineers, 2000).
On the other hand, for the primary tasks that HUDs support in air transports,
namely approach, landing, and takeoff, natural head motion may be very low.
The actual amount ofhead motion to expect for various tasks isunknown.
While clearly the larger the better, making alarge CHMV is technically difficult
for HUD manufacturers, making this a contentious issue. But despite the
attention applied to this issue, there is remarkably little hard data on relevant
pilot behavior.

Flight experience suggests that the CHMV in current HUDs is sufficient for the
brief periods ofapproach, landing, and takeoff. However, HUDs may be
increasingly used for long periods while en route. For this application, ifthe
HUD is to be the sole primary flight reference, then the CHMV may have to be
considerably larger. It may even be discovered that HUDs cannot be currently
built to have an acceptably large CHMV in order to serve as the sole PFR for
cruise, and thus anHDD PFD must beprovided with the HUD.

While guidelines such as Newman's exist for manufacturers, these are not based
on rigorous scientific study. Thus, HUD evaluators must rely on flight testing
to determine if the CHMV seems sufficient. Evaluators should not have to
excessively restrict head motion in order to see all key indicators
simultaneously while performing the tasks the HUD was designed to support.
Evaluators should not experience unacceptable muscle fatigue, cramping, or
other physical effects from attempting to hold the head excessively still.
There are several questions that are relevant to this issue:

1. What is thenatural amount of head motion a pilot exhibits during the tasks a
HUD may be used for?

2. What is the normal amount of deviation from the cockpit design eye point

Conclusion

Certification
Implications

Future

Research
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exhibited by a diverse population of pilots with a wide range of physical
dimensions?

3. It may be acceptable that certain less important indicators (e.g., DME) can
be positioned such that they occasionally require head motion even when
the pilot's eyes are in the CHMV. What can be defined as the "key
indicators" that must be in continuous view for the entire CHMV?

4. Is it sufficient for a key indicator to be visible with only one eye?

The logical starting point is to tackle the first question above and measure the
amount ofnormal head movement associated with the tasks a HUD is used for.

This alone may be sufficient to provide a guideline for CHMV.

Issue PS-4 Accommodation

Certification Determine if the design of the HUD will cause excessive adverse vision effects
Need (fatigue/workload or delays) in adjusting to new focal lengths and brightness

when switching to HDD indications for the intended uses of the HUD.

Importance Medium

Findings While collimation theoretically places the HUD image at optical infinity,
laboratorystudies indicate that people may actually be focusing at much less
than infinitywhen usinga HUD (Edgaret al., 1993; Iavecchia, et al. 1988). The
near-focusingon the HUD may account for some cases ofmisjudgments of
OTW sizes and distances when using a HUD, as incorrect focus is associated
with errors in size estimations (Iavecchia, et al. 1988). However, when a person
looking through a HUD shifts attention from the HUD symbologyto the OTW
scene, focus increases to about infinity, suggesting that OTW objects are in
focus when a pilot attends to them (Edgar et al., 1993). Furthermore, a
collimated HUD tends to draw focus further out than a comparable HDD,
requiring less accommodation when shifting gaze to the OTW scene (Weintraub
& Ensing, 1992).

There is some evidence that people focus farthest from infinity when the HUD
is viewed against a featureless background. This would imply that pilots
experience accommodation shifts as they fly into or out of clouds. Some
speculate that these shifts in focus could account for reports ofdisorientation
when flying through clouds owing to changes in retinal image size (Iavecchia, et
al., 1988). However, the effect of focusing on retinal image size is
controversial and may even be in the opposite direction hypothesizedby
Iavecchia (Weintraub & Ensing, 1992).

The shifts in focus experienced betweenthe HUDand the OTW mayoccur only
when the HUD uses non-conformal symbology. This was indicated by irregular
decreases in lateral flight path deviations when pilots flew an ILS approach into
and out of LMC while using a non-conformal HUD. Pilots using a conformal
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HUD exhibited uniform decreases in deviations as they entered andexited IMC
conditions while closing onthe localizer (Martin-Emerson &Wickens, 1997).

Conclusion In the case that pilots do not appear to be focusing at infinity when using the
HUD, they will generally not be required to make major focal accommodations
whentransitioning to the HDD. The effects ofadjusting to differential
brightness have apparently not been investigated, but it would seem reasonable
that the adjustment is no greater than for apilot transitioning between the OTW
view and the HDD during VMC in a non-HUD aircraft.

Research, however, suggests that pilots probably do shift focus (and attention)
when transitioning between the HUD and the OTW view. This may be true for
non-conformal symbology only, although this has not been demonstrated yet.
The existence of this shift of focus has not been fully established due to
methodological limitations ofthe existing research. For example, Iavecchia, et
al., (1988) used a backlit linen sheet one meter away from subjects to simulate
IMC The possibility exists that the close range of the sheet led to the subjects
focusing closer.

Even less established are the consequences ofsuch a shift in focus. No link has
been made, for example, between these shifts in focus and eye fatigue. It has
not been established that changes in focus are the cause ofspatial disorientation
orerrors indistance estimations, or that these problems are more pronounced
when using aHUD-equipped aircraft than anon-HUD-equipped aircraft (where
clearly a shift in focus is necessary between the HDD and OTW).
Disorientation associated with flying through clouds is a poorly understood
phenomenon but it is known to occur with non-HUD aircraft as well. Given
that focus shifts together with attention when the pilot looks OTW, focus-
induced distance errors should be unlikely when using a HUD in actual
operations. Differences in focal distance may contribute, among other factors,
to attention trapping (see IA-6), but this has yet to be demonstrated in the
laboratory.

Certification At this time, the existing research is too preliminary to provide certification
Implications guidance. While it is reasonable to assume that pilots generally do not

necessarily focus at optical infinity when using the HUD, the implications of
this statement on performance have not been established, and the means to
ameliorate it are still speculative.

Future Aresearch-for-development effort can be justified in this area, first focusing on
Research replicating the results under conditions closer to actual flight and establishing

the performance deficits (if any) that arc due to the focusing effects. Possible
negative effects include:

• Fatigue

• Disorientation

• Increased workload
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• Errors in distance estimation

• Increased reaction time for traffic detection

These initial studies could be followed by research into the means to counteract
these effects, starting with measuring focusing distances when using a
conformal HUD where the symbology is used in conjunction with the OTW
view (e.g., when lining up the FPM on the runway threshold in VMC). Studies
into improving the optics may also be in order (sec PS-2).
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5. PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Inreviewing the Future Research sections for the issues inPart 4 of this document, it may be
noted that many issues require research for metric development. Resolving most of the
remaining issues can beaccomplished through relatively simple studies, but these studies tend
not to provide quantitative metrics. For these issues, no quantitative metric is necessary in order
to provide useful certification guidance.

One research program frequently can resolve more than one issue. For example, many of the IA
issues can be resolved by developing a means ofevaluating the effectiveness of the display of
information on the HUD.

Table 2 below identifies how the research for each issue can be consolidated into eight main
programs. Each program is described in the final sections ofthis document. In the tabic, an
entry of "none" for the Program column indicates that no additional research isrequired to
resolve the issue. Other issues thatmay require no additional research are IA-7, IA-8, DD-2.
However, useful information for these issues may bederived from programs required to resolve
other issues. These programs are given in parenthesis.

Table 2. Research Programs for the Design Issues.

Issue

IA-1 Clutter Effects on the OTW View

IA-2 Clutter Effects On HUD Use

IA-3 Minimal Information Display

IA-4 Centrality of Indicators

IA-5 Compensation for Lack of Centrality

IA-6 Attention Trapping

IA-7 HDD Event Perception

IA-8

TD-1

TD-2

Cautions and Warnings on HUD

Attribute Guidelines

Sky-Ground Discrimination

TD-3 Instrument Format

TD-4 Limits and Target Values

TD-5 Unusual Attitude Recovery

DD-1 Internal Consistency

DD-2 Basic T

DD-3 Caution-Warning Discrimination

Program

Visual Scanning

Visual Scanning

Visual Scanning

Visual Scanning

Visual Scanning

Conformity vs. SLS

(Visual Scanning)

(Visual Scanning)

Alert Coding

none

none

Alert Coding

none

Internal Consistency

(HDD-HUD Consistency)

Alert Coding
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Issue Program

DD-4 External Consistency with PFD HDD-HUD Consistency

DD-5 External Consistency with Cautions and Warnings Alert Coding

PS-1 Strain Effects on Performance HUD Strain

PS-2 Minimal Optical Quality HUD Strain

PS-3 Cockpit Head Motion Volume Head Motion

PS-4 Accommodation HUD Strain

The following sections ofthis document describe each research program. For each program, the
following is given:

• Issues Addressed. The issues the program seeks to resolve. This is the same information as
in the Table2 re-organized by program.

• Resources. Indicates resources necessary for the research. "Simple" indicates that relatively
modest resources are necessary usually implying that a single study is called for. "Long-
term" indicates that more extensive resources are necessary, usually implying that literature
searching, theory building, and multiple studies arc required.

• Metric. Indicates whether the research is expected to yield a validated quantitative metric of
the HUD design that maybe used by certifiers in their evaluations. A "No" indicates that the
program will yield a general qualitative conclusion (e.g., on the acceptability ofa particular
design).

5.1 Visual Scanning

Issues

addressed:
IA-1 through IA-5, IA-7, IA-8.

Resources: Long-term

Metric: Yes

The purpose of this research program is to develop a metric todetermine ifa HUD adequately
balances minimizing clutter against providing sufficient andeasily accessible information to the
pilot. The metric is expected to represent the total "cost" in time and visual effort for the pilot to
acquire all necessary information from the HUD and the OTW scene (Carbonell, 1966). The cost
of acquiring a particular type of information, for example, the current altitude, is a function of the
following:

• The easewithwhich the pilot canshifthis or hereyes to the information source. This maybe
proportional to how far the source is from the centerof the pilot's field of view(e.g., the
distance from the center of the HUD to the altimeter).
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• The interference caused by other information sources. This "clutter factor" is expected to be
related to the amount and form of other nearby sources (e.g., interference between the
altimeter and other indicators and important areas of the OTW scene).

• The frequency the pilot must acquire the information to maintain safe and properoperation.
This is proportional to the probability that the informationsource displays something that the
pilot must respond to (e.g., an altitude deviation).

The data for the last item can be gathered for a given task by surveying pilots, subject matter
experts, or the existingliterature manual control literature (e.g., Clement, Jex, and Graham,
1968).

We can validate the metric by measuring, in a simulator, flight control precision and pilot
reaction time to events that occur both OTW and ITD. For example, for IA-1, pilots fly various
different HUD layouts in a simulator and the reaction time to respond to traffic conflicts is
measured. As the combined cost of using all the information sources increases (as indicated by
the metric), the reaction times should also increase. Measuring the excessive dwell time or
insufficient sampling in pilots' scan patterns can also be used for validation. HUDs with cither
too much or too little informationmay result in inadequatecockpit scan patterns, increasing the
likelihood of missing significant events. Scanpatterns can be measured in a simulator with an
eye tracker device. Possibly, the scanpattern may become more disordered as elements of a
display become difficult to detect or read. There arc several methods available forderiving a
score for orderliness of scan patterns fromthesedata (Hacisalihzade et al., 1992; Stephens,
1981).

5.2 Conformity vs. SLS

Issues IA-6

addressed:

Resources: Long-term

Metric: Yes

The ultimate aim of this research program is to create a metric for a HUDsymbology's
propensity topromote attention trapping. Todo this, experiments must berun todetermine if
non-conformal symbology or relative motion cause attention trapping, as current research is not
conclusive on this. The experiment compares reaction time to unexpected events for HUD using
Foyle and McCann's (1995) scene-linked and non-scenc-linked conforming symbology. Such a
study must include both expected and unexpected events and control for clutter.

The results of the experiment can indicate the appropriate metric for measuring a HUD's
propensity to induce attention trapping. Ifattention trapping is caused by relative motion, then
the metric is the amount of relative motion between HUD and OTW for a particular task. This
can be directly measured knowing the dimensions and placement of the symbology and the
probable attitude and above ground altitude of the aircraft.

Ifattention trapping is caused by non-conformal symbology, then the metric is the amount of
non-conformal symbology. This can be measured a number ofways, but asa simple first
approximation, absolute angular area covered by non-conformal symbology could be used. Some
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allowance maybe made fornon-conformal symbology that is compressed rather than completely
unrelated to the OTW view.

For either alternative metric, relative motion or non-conformity, the relevant symbology should
probably be weighted by frequency of use by the pilot, the latterdetermined empirically or by
task analysis.

To provide validation, the metric is correlated with reaction time to unexpected OTWevents
such as the appearance of traffic or obstacles. Anotherpossibility is to measure flight path
deviation cued by the OTW scene while the pilot performs a HUD-related task.

5.3 Alert Coding

Issues TD-n

addressed:

Resources: Simple

Metric: Yes

The purpose of this study is to develop guidelines for effective non-color coding conventions for
cautions and warnings. The guidelines would be developed to help those who must evaluate how
HUD designs identifyand distinguish caution and warning indications (TD-1 and DD-3) and for
operationally significantregionson indicators (TD-1 and TD-4). The development of these
criteria and guidelines will consider how non-color coding methods are currently used on HDDs
(DD-5). Non-color methods include:

• Weight, e.g., caution is twice as heavy as normal and warning is thrice as heavy.

• Frequency, e.g.,"..." is caution and "///" is warning.

• AdjacentSymbols, e.g.,"!" for cautionand "!!" for warning; perhaps"®" for limits.

A workshop ofaviation experts is convened which surveys existing avionics to identify and
assess the effectiveness ofcandidate conventions for non-color coding ofcautions and warnings.
Both good and poor conventions are identified. From these are derived more general guidelines
for potentially effective designs.

To provide validation, an experiment compares subjects' reaction times for correct identification
of warnings, cautions, and normal conditions, testing exemplar conventions that follow the
guidelines and exemplars that do not. Adequate performance for an exemplar convention would
be that equal to or better than a color convention control condition. The guidelines are
considered validated if they discriminate successfully the exemplar conventions with adequate
performance from those without.

5.4 Internal Consistency

Issues DD-1

addressed:

Resources: Long-term

Metric: Yes
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The purpose ofthis research program is to develop ametric for internal consistency ofthe
codings and conventions ofa set of indicators in a display. As a first approximation, it is
hypothesized that the potential for confusion between two different codings on two different
indicators varies with the following:

1. Confusion increases with the relatedness between the indicators.

2. Confusion increases with thediscrepancy between the similarity of codings and thesimilarity
of the meanings of the codings.

For example, a hypothetical HUD may use bold print to mean an engaged autopilot mode. A
major inconsistency would be to use bold print for armed autothrottles because:

1. Autopilot and autothrottle areclosely related.

2. While the coding (bold print) is the same (high similarity), the code meanings are dissimilar.
Thus thedifference between the coding similarity and the meaning similarity ishigh.

Similarly, for autothrottles to use normal print for engaged would also represent an inconsistency
for the coding of engaged:

1. Autopilot and autothrottle are closely related.
2. The coding (bold vs. normal) is very dissimilar (low similarity), while the code meanings are

the same (high similarity). So again the absolute difference between the coding similarity
and the meaning similarity is high.

In conjunction with the autopilot example, aless serious inconsistency would be to use bright
print to mean standby radio frequencies. Here:

1. Autopilot mode and radio tuning are relatively unrelated.
2. The meaning of engaged and standby while dissimilar, are not as dissimilar as engaged and

armed (although the higher similarity between engaged and in use would suggest that they
should be coded similarly). The codes ofboldness and brightness, while similar, are not
identical. Thus the difference between the coding similarity and the meaning similarity is
moderate.

The total amount of internal inconsistency for an indicator on a display can be found by
comparing all of its codes and meanings to the codes and meanings of all other indicators on the
display. To do this, similarity scores are needed for each code pair and meaning pair, and a
relatedness value isneeded for each indicator pair. This can be empirically derived by surveying
pilots.

The metric is validated in an experiment measuring reaction time and error rate in identifying the
meaning of codeson various indicators.
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5.5 HDD-HUD Consistency

Issues DD-2, DD-4
addressed:

Resources: Simple

Metric: No

This study investigates the pilot performance cost associated with making the transition between
a HUD and HDD when each use different formats or locations of indicators. This is done using a
desktop part task simulator with the computer screen divided into two displays with the subject
pilot performinga tracking task using the indicators. At random intervals, one display is turned
off and the other is turned on, forcing the subject pilot to make the transition between the two.
Disruptions in flight path are recorded. Eye motion is also recorded throughout the experimental
trial to provide clues to the cognitive nature ofany disruptions observed.

To address DD-2, a 2x2 experiment independently varies scale geometry (round or linear) and
pointer motion (fixed or moving). To address DD-4, a 2x2 experiment varies the location of the
heading indicator (either above or below the attitude indicator) in both displays. The outcome of
the experiment can provide immediately usable qualitative results, perhaps indicating to certifiers
and HUD designers what combinations of formats do not work well together. Recommendations
of acceptable combinations of formats would become a design guideline that can be expected to
cover nearly all cases for some time.

However, while the above experiment would cover round dial, tapes, thermometer, and other
indicator formats, it would not provide guidance for any truly novel indicator that are as yet
unimagincd. To cover such cases, a more abstract, possibly quantitative, metric must be
developed as a follow up to the above experiment. It is challenging to develop a quantitative
metric for the contradiction between two different indicator formats. However, if a quantitative
metric is desirable, then the above experiment is the first step in metric development. For
example, it is entirely possible that transitioning between a fixed and a moving pointer is only
problematic if both indicators have the same scale geometry. This would set certain constraints
on what qualifies as a "contradiction."
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5.6 HUD Strain

Issues PS-1, PS-2, PS-4
addressed:

Resources: Long-term

Metric: Yes

The first study in this program determines if HUD usage is associated with any more strain than
HDD usage. This can be determined by surveyingpilots on subjective strain as they complete
simulator training and/or on-the-Iine use of the HUD. These results are compared to matched
sample of pilots who use HDD for matched tasks. If no significantly different strain is revealed,
then no further research is necessary for this program.

If the survey indicates that HUDs are associated with more strain than HDDs, then more studies
are needed to evaluate the relation ofeyestrain to actual flight performance. For example, flight
path deviation or reaction time to ITD events can be checked. The reasoning is that if the HUD
use does indeed fatigue the eyes, then pilots may begin to avoid using the HUD, and the result
would be deviation from the flight path in manual flight, or delays in detecting deviations from
commanded flight.

If a thorough check of pilot performance fails to show any impact of HUD-induced strain, then
the research program ends. On the other hand, if the links between HUD strain and performance
are established, then further research attempts to determine the HUD design features that
promote or reduce strain. Among these is the need for focal accommodation, although
accommodation may have other adverse effects as well.

5.7 Head Motion

Issues PS-3

addressed:

Resources: Simple

Metric: Yes

Under the best ofconditions, the HUD CHMV should be large enough to accommodate normal
pilot head motion associated with the task the HUD is used for. Thus, the primary research goal
for this program is to determine the range of normal headmotion exhibited by pilots in non-HUD
equipped aircraft. This would serveas the ideal CHMV for HUD-equipped aircraft. Compact
instrumentation makes it possible to measure headmotion in a simulator or a actual aircraft in
flight. It would alsobe informative to measure the head motion when a HUD is used to see if
pilots arc reducing theirnormal head motion in order to usetoday's HUDs. All measurements
should be done under various environmental conditions, especially turbulence, and perhaps
considering a range of cockpit layouts.

The observed 95% head motion volume (as a first approximation) mayitselfbecome a guideline
for the recommended CHMV. However, it is possible that a smaller volume canbe tolerated.
Pilots may need to keep their head more still in a HUD-equipped aircraft, but this may not have
any adverse impact. Thus, after determining the normal amount ofhead motion, a follow-up
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study determines the effects on performance of attempting to restrict thismotion for various
periods of times. Inthe extreme case, the pilot is unable tomaintain the head in the restricted
volume, resulting in indicators dropping from view, and, subsequently, flight path deviation or
delays in recognizing ITD events. However, even mild restriction may result in discomfort and
fatigue that may affect performance in other ways.
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6. SUMMARY

This document provides a literature review of design issues encountered bythe FAA during the
certification of HUDs for use in air transports. This review extracts certification advice from the
literature and identifies research necessary to providemore complete certification guidelines for
HUDs. There arc four categories ofdesign issues: information accessibility (clutter), task-
display compatibility, display consistency, and physiological effects.

There is substantial research on clutter-related issues related, especially with regard to
interference with the OTW view. However, while qualitative certification advice can be drawn
from these studies, there is a need for a more systematic means to determine an acceptable
tradeoff between accessible flight information and clutter. There is also substantial knowledge
on the task-display compatibility issues, especially concerning unusual attitude recovery.
However, important benefits would be realized from the development guidelines for
monochrome coding conventions for information such as alert levels. Research is needed on
display consistency, especially regarding the effects ofdifferences between the HDD and HUD
layouts and formats. Likewise, the effects of HUD hardware design on pilot physiological stress
and performance require study. For example, the amount of head motion a HUD must allow for
is not empirically known.
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